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Workshop background

This report contains a summary of the discussions and the presentations of the 'Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook' workshop, jointly organised by the European Commission's Joint Research Centre (JRC), Institute for Prospective and Technological Studies (IPTS) and the Directorate General for Agriculture and Rural Development (DG AGRI). The workshop took place in Brussels on 23-24 October 2013 and is part of the series of workshops on commodity market modelling and development, held annually since 2006.¹

The annual workshops are envisioned, as part of a validation procedure, to present and discuss the preliminary results of the European Commission's outlook assessment on EU agricultural market developments. The 2013 workshop gathered high-level policy makers, modelling and market experts from the EU, Switzerland, the United States, South Africa, and international organisations such as the FAO, the OECD and The World Bank. It provided a forum to present and discuss recent and projected developments in the EU agricultural and commodity markets, to outline the reasons behind them and to draw conclusions on the short/medium term prospects of European agricultural markets in the global context. Special focus was given to the discussion on the sensitivity of the projections to different settings/assumptions (regarding e.g. uncertainties concerning macroeconomic conditions, specific policies, different drivers of demand and supply, etc.).

¹ The proceedings of the respective workshops are listed below and can be downloaded from the JRC-IPTS website (http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/publications/):


Suggestions and comments made during the course of the workshop were taken into account to improve the final version of the outlook. Hence, for reference to the DG AGRI baseline projections refer to the final report:

‘Prospects for Agricultural Markets and Income in the EU 2013-2023’
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Summary of the workshop

The 2013 ‘Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook’ workshop forms part of the intensive validation procedure of the results of the European Commission’s outlook on EU agricultural market developments. In the following chapters the presentations and discussions of the workshop are briefly summarised. Suggestions and comments made during the workshop were taken into account to improve the final version of the outlook. Thus, for the final outlook projections please refer to the report ‘Prospects for Agricultural Markets and Income in the EU 2013-2023’ which can be downloaded from the DG AGRI homepage.

This summary follows the general structure of the 2013 outlook workshop. First the outlook construction process and the main assumptions of the accompanying uncertainty analyses are outlined (Chapter 1). As the macroeconomic environment can strongly influence the projected developments in agricultural markets, a specific session was dedicated to the discussion of the macroeconomic assumptions underlying the baseline projections (Chapter 2). This year’s workshop included a special session dedicated to the new agricultural policies in the EU and USA (Chapter 3) and a special technical session on how to model the new CAP and Farm Bill policies (Chapter 4). Furthermore, also a short session was held on the possible impacts of a new ‘green revolution’ in Africa (Chapter 5). Concerning the specific agricultural markets, a summary of the session on production, productivity and related uncertainties for the cereal, oilseed and sugar markets is given in Chapter 6 and of the session on biofuels in Chapter 7. The sessions on drivers of supply and demand and related uncertainties are summarised for meat markets in Chapter 8 and for milk and dairy markets in Chapter 9. The workshop concluded with reflections on future challenges for EU agriculture and policy (Chapter 10).

1. Background of the EU outlook and scenario setting of the uncertainty analysis

Pierluigi Londero (DG AGRI) and Robert M'barek (JRC-IPS) provided background information on the EU outlook and its construction process and also on the scenario setting of the uncertainty analysis. The latter is carried out to demonstrate the effects of several uncertainties on the outlook projection results.

1.1 The EU outlook and its construction process

The European Commission annually publishes an outlook on the medium-term developments in agricultural markets and income in the EU. This outlook (or ‘baseline’) is elaborated on the basis of specific policy and macroeconomic assumptions and presents a consistent set of market and sector income prospects. It cannot be considered a forecast, but a description of what may happen under the assumptions above mentioned. The construction of the outlook involves joint efforts of DG AGRI and the JRC-IPTS, and the outlook projections should help to better understand the markets and their dynamics and also to identify key issues for market and policy developments. Furthermore, the outlook serves as a benchmark for assessing the medium-term impact of future market and policy issues. The model used for the outlook projections is the European Commission’s version of AGLINK-COSIMO\(^3\), a recursive dynamic partial equilibrium model with a detailed representation of world agriculture and policy. The data used to construct the outlook is based on the latest available market and policy information, which in the case of this year’s preliminary outlook was the data available at the beginning of September 2013. The new CAP agreed upon in June 2013 could only be taken into account for this year’s outlook as far as the changes where already known and could be implemented into the AGLINK-COSIMO model. In this context it has to be kept in mind that Member States may decide on the concrete and detailed policy implementation of some new CAP features until summer 2014 and some of the new policies require the adaptation of the agro-economic models used. Thus, the outlook takes into account the phasing out/abolition of milk quotas in 2015 and the end of sugar quotas in 2017. World trade is assumed to remain in conformity with the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture and the assumption that no new free trade agreements (FTAs) would enter into force before 2023 was followed. Regarding the latter

---

\(^3\) Note: The results of any analysis based on the use of the AGLINK-COSIMO model by parties outside the OECD are outside the responsibility of the OECD Secretariat. Conclusions derived by third-party users of AGLINK-COSIMO should not be attributed to the OECD or its member governments.
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this means that the EU FTAs between the EU and e.g. Colombia, Peru and Central America are included, but not those that were still under negotiation at the time of the workshop (e.g. with Canada and Ukraine).

The new EU MS Croatia is included retroactively and projection results are presented in balance sheets for the main agricultural commodities, with detailed results for the EU-28, EU-15 and EU-N13 for cereals, oilseed, sugar, rice, biofuel, meat and dairy markets.

**Figure 1: Overview of the EU baseline construction process**

The process of the baseline construction is depicted in Figure 1. The starting point is the latest available version of the AGLINK-COSIMO model, which was used for the OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook published in June 2013.⁴

The EU module of AGLINK-COSIMO is adjusted according to the latest EU short-term outlook (autumn 2013 version⁵). Furthermore, the latest available macroeconomic projections are taken from a consistent source (IHS Global Insight) for the main countries at stake and up to 2023, with data for the close future provided by DG ECFIN. An in-depth discussion of the first baseline results takes place between modelling and market experts of DG AGRI and the JRC-IPTS during a ‘baseline week’ in September/October. After further adjustments, the preliminary baseline is presented in October at the ‘Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook’ workshop, organised by the JRC-IPTS and DG AGRI. In order to identify and quantify the potential variability of the market projections, the results of additional scenarios with alternative assumptions are also presented during the workshop. Suggestions

---

⁴ The OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2013-2023 is available online: [http://www.agri-outlook.org/](http://www.agri-outlook.org/)

and comments made during the workshop are taken into account to improve the final version of the outlook, which is then published in the report ‘Prospects for Agricultural Markets and Income in the EU’ in December.6

1.2 Background and scenario setting of the uncertainty analysis

An outlook for agricultural market developments is always subject to numerous uncertainties, especially with regard to weather and climate conditions, macroeconomic developments (e.g. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth, exchange rates, oil prices), supply and demand patterns (e.g. yield trends and consumer preferences) or policy issues (e.g. renewable energy policies). A deterministic baseline is based on explicit assumptions regarding these exogenous variables, usually assuming steady yield trends, a specific path for GDP growth, exchange rates and oil prices. For that reason a deterministic baseline provides a set of results for a single set of assumptions and it is important to keep in mind when analysing the results of the outlook that there is uncertainty around these assumptions. The preliminary outlook is therefore accompanied by selected uncertainty analyses following a ‘what if’ approach, i.e. exemplifying how the projections would change if deviations from the ‘standard’ assumptions were to occur.

At this year’s workshop, results of uncertainty analyses conducted with the agro-economic models AGLINK-COSIMO, CAPRI7 and the general equilibrium model MAGNET8 have been presented.9 All three models are part of the iMAP modelling initiative.10 An overview of the uncertainty scenarios is given in Table 1.

---

6 For more detailed information on the general baseline construction process refer to iMAP modelling team (2011): Prospects for Agricultural Markets and Income in the EU. Background information on the baseline construction process and uncertainty analysis. JRC Scientific and Technical Reports, European Commission, Seville. Available at: http://ipts.jrc.ec.europa.eu/publications/pub.cfm?id=4879


8 MAGNET = Modular Applied GeNeral Equilibrium Tool. For more information see Woltjer, G., M. Kuiper (2013): The MAGNET model, Module description. LEI, February 2013

9 The results of an uncertainty analysis conducted with the European Simulation Model (ESIM) have not been presented at the workshop but are included in the publication of the final outlook.

Partial stochastic analyses have been carried out with the AGLINK-COSIMO model. Firstly, the impact of yield and macroeconomic uncertainties has been analysed in general. Secondly, a closer look at subsets of model simulations was taken by selecting certain key stochastic variables and analysing how the projection is affected when these variables take specific values within their spectrum of uncertainty.

The main assumptions of the scenarios conducted with the AGLINK-COSIMO and CAPRI models are briefly outlined below. The results of these uncertainty scenarios have been presented within each session on the different commodity markets. The results of the analysis with the MAGNET model of a potential "green revolution" in Africa were presented in a special short session on the topic. The underlying assumptions of this scenario are outlined in chapter 5.11

**Partial stochastic analysis with the AGLINK-COSIMO model**

**General yield and macroeconomic uncertainty**

In the deterministic baseline a specific path for GDP growth, exchange rates and oil prices as well as steady yield trends (i.e. yields not affected by yearly weather fluctuations) are assumed. To assess the sensitivity of the market developments to some uncertainties related to the development in yields and the macroeconomic environment, partial stochastic

---
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Simulations were carried out with the AGLINK-COSIMO model. The following exogenous macroeconomic variables were treated as uncertain: real GDP, GDP deflator, consumer price index (CPI), exchange rate national currencies/USD for the EU and other developed and BRIC countries (Australia, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, USA; Brazil, Russia, China and India) as well as world oil price (Brent crude oil price in USD per barrel). An approximation of the past uncertainty was made for each of these macroeconomic variables by taking annual forecast errors (difference between the ex-ante forecast and the observed outcome from 2004 to 2012). For yields, the approximation of past uncertainty is based on the difference between the predicted yield and the actual yield for the period 1996 to 2012. Regional blocks are created, representing the EU (EU-15 and EU-N13), the Black Sea area (Russia, Ukraine and Kazakhstan), North America (Canada, Mexico and the US), South America (Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay), South East Asia (Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and Vietnam), Australia, China and India. Crop yield fluctuations are assumed to be correlated within each regional block (due to similar weather patterns), but they are not correlated across regional blocks and across years. The impact of uncertainty in both arable crop yields and macroeconomic variables is assessed simultaneously. The stochastic model is simulated 700 times, of which about 85% solved (approximately 600 cases). The uncertainty of the outcome for each variable relevant to the outlook (e.g. production, consumption, exports, imports etc. of the different agricultural commodities) is measured by the coefficient of variation (CV) between the 10th and 90th percentiles of the 600 alternative uncertainty scenarios solved.  

Lower crude oil prices subset

Crude oil prices have a direct impact on agricultural market developments, as the oil price is both a driver of agricultural production costs (e.g. fertiliser, machinery costs) and positively correlated with commodity prices, especially through the link between agricultural and energy markets (mainly through biofuels). Generally it is assumed that the oil price will continue to increase over the mid-term, at least in nominal terms. However, some oil-exporting countries are more moderate about the future trend of the crude oil price and there might be downward price pressure from the development of unconventional fossil fuels. The impacts of a lower than expected crude oil prices on the baseline results are assessed by taking a subset of simulated scenarios (122 draws in total) for which the crude

---

oil price is comprised within a range of values between the 20\textsuperscript{th} and 40\textsuperscript{th} percentile, i.e. between 72 and 102 USD/barrel in 2023, with an average oil price of 87 USD/barrel (i.e. 25\% below the baseline assumption of 116 USD/barrel). When looking at the results of this uncertainty analysis it has to be kept in mind that lower crude oil price levels induces indirect effects on other macroeconomic indicators (such as GDP growth and exchange rates) which are reflected in the results.

\textit{Stronger Euro relative to the US dollar subset}

Exchange rate developments have direct consequences on the export capacity of a country and hence impacts developments on the agricultural markets. With a CV of 11.5\% in 2023 the EUR/USD exchange rate is one of the most uncertain macroeconomic variables for the EU partial stochastic analysis. In the light of a potentially better economic recovery in the EU and some threats to the economic development in the US (like e.g. the debt crisis in the US), the impact of a stronger EUR than assumed in the baseline are analysed. For this uncertainty analysis a subset of simulations was selected where the EUR/USD exchange rate takes values between its 60\textsuperscript{th} and 80\textsuperscript{th} percentiles, comprising 120 simulations with exchange rates between EUR/USD 1.54 and 1.80.

\textit{Weaker Real and lower Brazilian GDP subset}

During part of the first 10 years of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century Brazil showed a very dynamic economic growth as well as an appreciation of the Brazilian real (BRL). However, between 2009 and 2012 a slowdown in the Brazilian GDP growth could be observed and since 2011 the BRL experiences depreciation relative to the USD. As Brazil is a big player in world agricultural markets, one of the subsets chosen for the uncertainty analysis focuses on the effects of a weaker BRL and lower Brazilian GDP growth than the ones assumed in the baseline. The subset analysed for this situation comprises 43 scenarios, and on average the Brazilian GDP index is about 9\% lower and the BRL/USD exchange rate about 22\% lower than the values assumed in the baseline.

\textit{Stronger crude oil price, with higher/lower US maize yields subset}

Biofuel policies are considered to influence agricultural market developments. Apart from the policies, demand for biofuels is influenced by crude oil prices, while supply is affected by availability of agricultural feedstock for the production of biofuels. To assess this issue, two subsets of the general macroeconomic and yields uncertainty scenarios have been further analysed. Both subsets feature higher crude oil prices, with observations between the 70\textsuperscript{th}
and 90th percentile, which relates to oil prices between 137-171 USD/barrel compared to the 116 USD/barrel assumed in the baseline (i.e. oil prices are on average about 31% higher than the baseline value assumed in 2023). The first subset corresponds to higher US maize yields and comprises 38 observations between the 60th and 90th percentile (i.e. maize yields between 11.4-13.1 t/ha compared to the 11 t/ha assumed in the baseline), whereas the second subset with lower maize yields covers 30 observations between the 10th and 40th percentile of the maize yield variable (i.e. yields between 9.2-10.6 t/ha).

**Analysis of an increase in compound EU feed prices with the CAPRI model**

In recent years, the agricultural sector experienced increasing pressure on the cost side. The main drivers of the increase are sector-specific, for example in the cereal sector the rise was mainly driven by increased costs for fertilisers, machinery, seeds and crop protection13 while for livestock feed costs are the main concern. Regarding the latter, EU feed costs could further increase unilaterally if a stricter sanitary or environmental legislation in the EU would increase processing costs in the EU. To assess how the outlook projections might be affected by higher EU feed costs, an uncertainty analysis was carried out with the CAPRI model, analysing the impact of a 10-20% increase in EU compound feed prices on pig and poultry sectors at EU, MS and regional (NUTS2) level. Compound feed in the context of this analysis is defined as feed based on cereals, oilseeds and oilcakes. Feed based on grass, fodder crops and straw is indirectly affected via price feedback and subsequent substitution effects. Feed costs are endogenously calculated in CAPRI and an exogenous shock had to be introduced into the model in order to simulate an increase in EU feed costs. This was done by a 20% increase of the EU processing margins for the conversion from raw material to compound feed. This scenario actually represents an important shock, but it was introduced like this to better illustrate the potential changes rather than to represent a really plausible scenario. The introduced increase in processing margins translates to increases in EU feed prices of 10% for protein-rich feed and between 18-20% for other compound feed relative to the baseline.

---

2. Macroeconomic assumptions

Macroeconomic developments are key drivers of agricultural markets. Therefore part of the first session of the workshop was dedicated to a discussion on the macroeconomic assumptions used in the EU agricultural outlook, especially discussing global macroeconomic drivers, and highlighting the link between energy and agriculture.

2.1 Still high degree of uncertainty surrounding the economic outlook

The starting point for the EU agricultural outlook projections is the OECD-FAO Agricultural Outlook 2013-2022. Initial projections for world market prices and also for the different countries in the world are taken from this source. The macroeconomic assumptions are further updated for GDP growth, inflation rates, exchange rates and oil prices. Regarding the updates, Pierluigi Londero (DG AGRI) pointed out that there is always a question as to whether take the data from one single (coherent) source or to take data that seems more plausible from different sources. This year the choice was made to use the macroeconomic forecast of DG ECFIN for the close future and use one consistent source (IHS Global Insight) for main countries up to 2023. The draft baseline assumptions on key macroeconomic variables are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Draft baseline assumptions on key macroeconomic variable, 2010-2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population growth (EU-28)</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-15</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU/N13</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real GDP growth (EU-28)</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-15</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>-0.4%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU/N13</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>4.4%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inflation (Consumer Price Index)</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-15</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU/N13</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exchange rate (USD/EUR)</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crude oil price (USD per barrel Brent)</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Preliminary baseline

The baseline assumes that the world economy growth rate will grow by 3.3% in 2014 and between 3.7% and 3.9% from 2015 onwards, with real GDP in the EU-28 growing by 1.2% in 2014 and around 1.9% per year from 2016 onwards. Inflation in the EU-28 is assumed to be around 2% from 2015 onwards. Thus, in this year’s baseline a slightly slower economic recovery is expected than in the baseline produced a year ago. The EUR/USD exchange rate is set to strengthen to 1.41 by 2023, whereas it was capped at 1.35 EUR/USD from 2016 onwards in last year’s baseline. On the other hand, crude oil prices are assumed to increase
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to 116 USD/barrel by 2023, i.e. the expected increase is higher compared to the outlook assumptions in 2012 (cf. Figure 2).

**Figure 2: Assumptions on USD/EUR exchange rate and oil price developments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Londero and M'barek (DG AGRI and JRC-IPTS)

2.2 Global recovery is underway, but numerous short and longer term risks remain

Elisabeth Waelbroeck-Rocha (IHS Global Insight) reflected in her presentation on the probable macroeconomic developments over the next 10 years and highlighted key risks for global economic developments over this time horizon. Waelbroeck-Rocha pointed out that the purchasing managers’ indexes for manufacturing indicate that recovery is underway in the major economies. However, numerous short and longer term risks still remain. Among the short term risks, Waelbroeck-Rocha sees (i) a slowing growth pattern in emerging economies (which she thinks is likely to come to an end, except in case of possible social unrest in certain countries) (ii) a possible debt ceiling ‘psychodrama’ (like the October 2013 shutdown) in the US, (iii) persisting instability in the Middle East, (iv) austerity fatigue in Europe that might create political challenges and (v) general nervousness in the financial markets. Longer term risks for the global economy are mainly linked to the changing balance of economic power across regions (with a risk of increased geopolitical tensions), the possibility of more inward focus in the US and general resource constraints in the context of demographic and climate change challenges.

Even though the global economy is recovering, IHS Global Insight expects only a gradual acceleration in the global economy, because: (i) the US policy environment remains difficult even though US growth will strengthen with improvements of housing markets and consumer finances; (ii) although recession seems to be over in the Eurozone, full recovery is expected to be slow; (iii) economic growth in China has stabilised to a one-digit level, and China will face major structural challenges in the future; (iv) less monetary accommodation will hurt emerging markets that depend on external finance. Thus the strengthening of
global GDP growth is likely to be led by the developed countries, not emerging economies. The slowing of GDP growth in emerging countries can be attributed to both cyclical causes (such as for example an excess capacity after the investment booms or weaker export markets) and structural causes (such as the end of the rapid globalisation process or a lack of market reforms).

Regarding energy price developments, Waelbroeck-Rocha outlined that despite a moderate growth in energy demand, demand and prices are expected to pick up in 2014 as the global economy strengthens. In terms of oil price, rising production (unconventional oils) and fuel mix changes in North America will imply downward pressures in 2014-15, but the potential decline in oil prices will be limited due to production trends in Libya and Iraq. Furthermore, security challenges in the Middle East and Africa will create upside price risks. Therefore, IHS Global Insight expects crude oil prices to remain moderate in 2014-15 and to slightly rise afterwards. Waelbroeck-Rocha also highlighted that commodity prices are generally expected to remain highly volatile and hence businesses need to continue adapting to price volatility. With respect to exchange rates, IHS Global Insight expects that the US dollar’s real exchange value will resume a downward trend and the EUR/USD exchange rate will slowly appreciate.

Table 3: USD exchange rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Major trading partners</th>
<th>Other important trading partners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Waelbroeck-Rocha (IHS Global Insight)

Looking a bit further ahead, Waelbroeck-Rocha stressed that trends in world population will have a significant impact, and especially urbanisation may cause specific problems that have to be dealt with. By 2020, 60 cities will have more than five million inhabitants and 13 cities will have more than 10 million. Also important in the context of agricultural commodity markets, Waelbroeck-Rocha specifically pointed out the evolution of the distribution of household income in the Chinese population. Income in China is increasing steadily and even
though the speed of change is expected to slow down, the number of households with an income above 10,000 USD will continue to grow.

2.3 Structural change in the link between energy and agriculture?

John Baffes (The World Bank) gave a presentation on the link between energy (oil and gas) and agriculture in the context of recent developments in energy markets. He pointed out that despite recent moderation, energy and fertiliser prices remain high. Energy represents, directly and through the cost of fertilisers, a high share of agricultural input costs (cf. Figure 3, left panel). However, energy markets also matter to agriculture on the demand side because of biofuels. Thus, the nexus between energy and agriculture is a complex issue (cf. Figure 3, right panel).

Figure 3: Share of energy in input costs and links between energy and agriculture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% Share of energy component in input costs, 2007</th>
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</tr>
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Baffes highlighted that technology improvements lead to a new situation in energy markets that is associated with the following four price gaps: (Gap #1) US natural gas used to be traded in par with crude oil. New technologies (horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing) boosted US natural gas production, pushing prices down to levels of 20 years ago. This created a large gap between US natural gas and oil prices, which is expected to persist; (Gap #2) US natural gas used to be traded at a price more than double to the one of coal. This price gap has now disappeared; (Gap #3) US natural gas prices (based on spot market) diverged from European and Japanese LNG prices, which are still linked to crude oil. Natural
gas price convergence between the US and Europe will depend on whether a European natural gas market will emerge. However, even if it will emerge it will be rather slow and therefore this third gap is expected to persist; (Gap #4) Crude oil production in the US increased by more than 2 million of barrels per day during the past two years, causing the US oil price (West Texas Intermediate, WTI) to be considerable lower than the Brent one (world marker). However this fourth gap is likely to close during 2014.

In view of the development of new supplies, Baffes expects natural gas price levels to remain moderate in the longer term. Nonetheless, crude oil prices are not expected to decrease, which implies that the price gap with natural gas would persist. Concerning long term oil prices, Baffes distinguished between ‘herding behaviour’ and ‘fundamentals’, both tending to maintain oil prices high. By herding behaviour, he means (i) the psychological effect of 100 USD as a round number (it is the “new 20 USD”); (ii) the fact that Saudi Arabia is comfortable with a range of 100-110 USD and has the power to maintain that range (similarly to the 25-30 USD range in the late 1990s/early 2000s); (iii) many oil exporting countries have based their budget projections on a crude oil price of 100 USD, thus unwilling to supply for less. On the other hand, Baffes also named some major demand and supply fundamentals underlying the prospects of higher oil prices: (i) although oil demand by OECD countries weakened considerably due to the post-financial crisis shock and longer term efficiency gains, oil demand in developing and emerging countries is expected to keep growing strongly from low levels of consumption and their income elasticity estimates for energy is close to or exceeds 1. Furthermore, if non-OECD countries would reach the energy use patterns of OECD countries, world consumption of crude oil would be 2.5 times higher; (ii) the “new” oil (including Canadian tar sands, Brazilian deep-sea oil fields, and US shale oil) is expensive to extract; (iii) substitutability between oil and other types of energy is lower than it used to be in the past. Oil is mostly used now for transport, petrochemicals, and some residential/commercial use. In addition, the contribution from nuclear energy is declining (Japan, Germany, and others are increasingly expressing concerns over safety issues), while renewable energy, despite the efforts, do actually not add much to global energy consumption (biofuels added in 10 years as much as the US unconventional fuels added in 16 months). Thus, the only source of downward pressure on oil prices could come from technological break-through in vehicle batteries and/or lower storage and transport cost for natural gas.

Summing up his presentation, Baffes concluded that oil prices can be expected to be rather high in the longer run, whereas prices for natural gas will be rather low. As natural gas
affects fertiliser prices, also lower fertiliser prices can be expected. Due to the lower natural gas prices, an emerging fertilizer industry and slightly lower oil prices, Baffes expects US agriculture to benefit from a comparative advantage compared to other regions.

2.4 Summary of the session discussion

Part of the session discussion was dedicated to the gap between the oil and gas prices and the potential effects on agricultural markets as well as the possibility to see price convergence between the different sources of energy. Higher overall levels of oil and natural gas prices as well as advances in the extraction technologies rendered shale gas profitable. However, it was highlighted that shale gas remains a local resource due to high transportation costs. Nonetheless, it was reckoned that US agriculture is becoming indeed more competitive due to cheaper energy. The cheaper energy may also lead to a shift in the US to the production of products that are more energy intensive, with the US becoming an exporter of such products. It was also highlighted that fertiliser industry (plants) might move to the US, which also would further add to the comparative advantage of agricultural production in the US. On the other hand, as the US is currently a net importer of fertilisers, reductions in US fertiliser imports could lead to a decrease of world fertiliser prices. Other factors could contribute in closing the gap, in particular technology improvements, renegotiation of contracts for conventional natural gas and related commodities such as urea, increased substitution between sources of energy with increased weight of renewables, and overall decrease of costs and prices of electricity, diffusion of shale production out of the US despite resistance in Europe, etc. Workshop participants also stressed that the cost of such a possible transition should not be underestimated and that in any case the price convergence between the different sources of energy would take time.

Concerning the macroeconomic assumptions underlying the projections for the EU agricultural commodity markets, participants highlighted that macroeconomic assumptions are in general uncertain, with some of the participants being generally more pessimistic with regard to global macroeconomic developments and the recovery projected.
3. Special policy session: New agricultural policies in the EU and US

This year’s workshop included a special policy session dedicated to the new agricultural policies in the EU and USA. A related special technical session on the challenges to model these new policies has also been organised (see section 4 below).

3.1 The new CAP towards 2020

Tassos Haniotis (DG AGRI) presented the main features of the political agreement on the reform of the CAP, reached between the European Commission, the European Parliament and the European Council on 26 June 2013, and completed on 24 September 2013 with regard to some remaining issues. Three broad areas are at the core of the CAP: viable food production, sustainable management of natural resources and balanced territorial development. To strengthen these areas, the major reform objectives are to enhance competitiveness and improve sustainability of European agriculture, as well as to achieve a greater effectiveness of the policy. The CAP instruments to meet these reform objectives are presented in Figure 4.

**Figure 4: CAP instruments to meet the reform objectives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enhanced competitiveness</th>
<th>Improved sustainability</th>
<th>Greater effectiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Improved economic tools to address market developments</td>
<td>• New ‘green’ payment in Pillar I</td>
<td>• Redesign of direct payment architecture with better targeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Crises management: safeguard clause, crisis reserve / risk management toolkit</td>
<td>• Enhanced cross compliance for climate change</td>
<td>• Common strategic framework for EU funds – partnership contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Improved position of farmers in the food supply chain (PO, APO, IBO)</td>
<td>• Two environmental priorities for rural development and minimum spending</td>
<td>• Redistribution of direct payments across and within Member States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Research, innovation and knowledge transfer and an improved Farm Advisory System</td>
<td>• Research, innovation and knowledge transfer and an improved Farm Advisory System</td>
<td>• Redistribution of rural development envelopes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Greater integration of PI and PII instruments
Greater flexibility in implementation to meet specific needs/conditions

Source: Presentation Haniotis (DG AGRI).

Concerning direct payments, Haniotis outlined that the reform provides for external (between Member States) and internal convergence (between regions and farmers within each Member State) which implies a significant redistributive impact. All Member States with direct payments below 90% of the EU average will see one third of this difference closed and direct payments in all Member States will reach a minimum level by 2020. In
addition, within each MS or region, differences in the level of direct payment per ha will be reduced, however payments per ha may not be below 60% of the average in a single administrative or agronomic area by 2019. The new design of direct payments foresees that by 2015, EU farmers will have access to schemes compulsory in all MS, such as a basic payment scheme, a ‘green’ payment linked to three environmentally-friendly farming practices (‘crop diversification’, ‘permanent grassland’ and ‘ecological focus areas’) and a young farmers scheme. Other schemes might be voluntarily offered by Member States (comprising specific coupled support, support in natural constraint areas and a redistributive payment provided as a top-up to the basic payment). Furthermore, Member States have the possibility to offer a simplified scheme for small farms.

Concerning CAP instruments aiming at competitiveness of agriculture, Haniotis pointed out that the end of quotas (sugar, milk), vine planting rights (new system of authorization) and certain aid schemes (SMP, silk worms) will lead to greater market orientation. Safety nets will be enhanced by improved flexibility, raised beef intervention price, etc., and crisis management tools are strengthened (e.g. safeguard clause and crisis reserve). In addition, measures to facilitate producer cooperation, as well as a new risk management toolkit placed in the second pillar (enabling Member States to encourage farmers to take part in insurance schemes or mutual funds) should also contribute to an enhanced competitiveness. Haniotis also outlined the new framework of the rural development policy, where rural development programmes will be better coordinated with other European Structural and Investment (ESI) funds with a more adaptable national or regional strategic approach.14

Haniotis commented that Member States will gain flexibility in the new CAP, which is useful to take into account the different characteristics of the 28 Member States and the need to reflect this diversity in their choices. The different layers in the new system of direct payments should allow achieving a balance between the need for flexibility on the one hand, and the policy objectives of a more targeted, greener and fairer system of direct payments on the other hand. In general, the philosophy and market orientation of previous CAP reforms has been kept. Yet, the concrete implementation of the new rules by the MS will not be known before August 2014 when the MS have to communicate their implementation plan to the EC.

14 For more information on the political agreement on the CAP reform see http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/cap-post-2013/index_en.htm
3.2 Developments of the US Farm Bill

Seth Meyer (USDA) presented an update on the reform process in the US agricultural policy. He first gave some background information on the variety of different programmes under the current Farm Bill, pointing out that the 2008 Farm Bill maintained traditional price support programs for sugar and dairy and income support programs for crops (marketing loan program, direct payments, counter-cyclical payments). In addition, the two new risk management programs ACRE (Average Crop Revenue Election) and SURE (Supplemental Revenue Assistance Payments) have been added to complement the continuing traditional risk management tools (crop insurance program).

The 2008 Farm Bill actually expired in 2012 but was extended for one year. In the legislative process, the new 2013 US Farm Bill has to pass the Agricultural Committees of both the House and the Senate. By the time of the workshop, the Farm Bills that have passed the Senate (‘S. 954’ in June 2013) and the House (‘H.R. 2642’ without a nutrition title in July, and the nutrition title ‘H.R. 3102’ in September 2013) show similarities but still include significant differences. Both the House and the Senate eliminate several commodity programmes such as direct payments, counter-cyclical payments and the ACRE program, whereas both maintain marketing loans and crop insurance. Other similarities between both drafts include, among others, maintaining the sugar program and the conservation programs similar to the ones under the 2008 Farm Bill, introducing a new Stacked Income Protection Plan (STAX) for cotton and a dairy margin insurance replacing the previous dairy product price support and the Milk Income Loss Contracts (MILC).

A key difference between the Farm Bills that passed the House and the Senate is that the Senate would offer farmers the alternative choice between new ‘shallow loss’ revenue programs to increase crop insurance coverage and augmented counter-cyclical payments based on base acres, whereas the House would offer a choice between ‘shallow loss’ programs or a new price-based loss program similar to the counter-cyclical payments but based on actual plantings and revised target prices. Another key difference concerns nutrition aspects: both the House and the Senate would reauthorize the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP, formerly called food stamps), but the House bill foresees much larger cuts in the SNAP by ending ‘broad-based categorical eligibility’ to SNAP applicants receiving benefits under certain other programs, and adding work requirements and other categorical choices.

Meyer highlighted that the development of the new Farm Bill is particularly affected by general budgetary discussions. Projections of the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) show...
that if the mandatory programs of the 2008 Farm Bill would continue, they would cost about 973 billion USD over the next 10 years (FY2014-FY2023). In contrast, the 10-year score of the Senate-passed farm bill would reduce these baseline projections by 17.9 billion USD and the House-passed farm bill by 51.9 billion USD. The difference in budget spending is mainly due to the higher cuts and restrictions made in the House bill with regard to nutrition programs, with the House bill’s reduction for nutrition programs being 39.0 billion USD whereas the Senate bill’s reduction is 3.9 billion USD over 10 years (cf. Figure 5).

Figure 5: Budget implications of the Senate and House 2013 Farm Bills (10-year score)

Note: Senate = Senate Agricultural Committee 2013 Farm Bill version S.954
House = House Agricultural Committee 2013 Farm Bill version H.R.2642 & H.R. 3102
Source: Presentation Meyer (USDA); primary source: cost estimates by the Congressional Budget Office

Meyer emphasised that there is actually much uncertainty in the budget estimates due to the programmes complexity and savings could be less than anticipated if producers choose price loss coverage over revenue loss plans. Regarding WTO implications, Meyer pointed out that both the House and Senate bill would reduce green box spending (e.g. direct payments, conservation program, nutrition) and increase amber box spending (shallow loss, crop insurance, increased price support). The shift away from decoupled direct payments to more production based payments is attributable to budget pressures and the dissatisfaction expressed in the public debate with decoupled payments (for example the need for payments is questioned in times of high prices). However, even though the House and
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Senate 2013 Farm Bills imply a higher ‘exposure’ of product-specific support, the likely net effect of the Farm Bill would be a lower Aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS)\(^\text{15}\).

### 3.3 Summary of the session discussion

The discussion first centered on the higher flexibility granted to EU Member States within the new CAP. Some participants raised concerns that the enhanced flexibility may be used by Member States to implement coupled payments for the dairy and sugar sectors and that this may bear the risk that these sectors have difficulties to adapt to the quota removal. However, other participants see no big risk that this would really happen. Preliminary analyses revealed that the only sectors where coupled payments could be justified are extensive livestock systems in risk of abandonment. A further point raised in the discussion was the risk that the new CAP may impede structural change. However, it was pointed out that the CAP direct payments may only slow down but not stop structural change and do not influence production (at least not to a significant extent).

An important issue in the discussion was related to land values and the questions to what extent direct payments influence land values and what might have to be changed in the policy to subdue possible land value increasing effects. It was highlighted that an important objective for Member States will be to implement the new CAP in a way that land prices are not affected by further increases. In any case this issue needs close monitoring (also after the new CAP is set into force in the Member States).

Finally the question was raised how the CAP and US Farm Bill may affect agricultural markets and hence the agricultural commodity outlook. It was stated that the level of competiveness of some sectors in the EU might be affected by the new CAP. The extent to which this will be the case can only be assessed once Member States have made their concrete implementing decisions. Regarding the US, no large changes are expected concerning the overall impact of the final 2013 Farm Bill on agricultural commodity markets.

\(^{15}\) On 7 February, President Obama signed into law the Agriculture Act of 2014 — also known as the Farm Bill - See more at: http://www.usda.gov/wps/portal/usda/usdahome?navid=farmbill
4. Special technical session: Modelling the new CAP and the Farm Bill

Linked to the special policy session (see section 3 above), the agenda of the workshop included a special technical session on how to incorporate the new CAP and US Farm Bill policies in existing models. Specific presentations were given on how the new CAP towards 2020 is considered in the baseline, how to incorporate it into the CAPRI model and on the challenges of modelling the US Farm Bill proposals.

Stephan Hubertus Gay (DG AGRI) explained to which extent the CAP reform is already incorporated in the European Commission’s baseline. The end of the milk quota system is included as milk deliveries to dairies are not limited from 2015 onwards. Likewise the end of the sugar and isoglucose quotas is included and from 2017 there is only one single price for sugar, i.e. no separation of in- and out-of-quota sugar is made. Regarding the Single Farm Payment (SFP), an adjustment of the overall envelope is incorporated; however this is done with average payments in EU-15 and EU-N13. With respect to greening measures, Gay pointed out that the protection of pasture area is taken into account, but that pasture is actually exogenous in the AGLINK modelling approach. Crop diversification is not included as only a limited impact of the measure at EU-15 and EU-N13 level is expected. On the other hand, the inclusion of ecological focus area is foreseen by introducing a further wedge for set-aside, but for the time being this wedge is set at 0%. Other specific measures comprising capping, young farmers, small farmers, re-coupling etc. will only be included in the baseline once Member States have taken their concrete implementation decisions.

Commenting on the incorporation of the CAP reform in the CAPRI model, Ben Van Doorslaer (JRC-IPTS) emphasized that the implementation of rural development measures needs to be updated in the model and that, as for AGLINK, many measures can only be included in the CAPRI baseline once the concrete implementation decisions are taken by Member States. Regarding the representation of the CAP in CGE models used at the JRC-IPTS, Van Doorslaer delineated that neoclassical multi-region CGE models with an agricultural focus typically feature both factor and product market modifications. A 'new' modelling direction relates to the CAP budget and an 'own' resources component of the CAP budget is included. Van Doorslaer also highlighted further improvements in data representation and modelling, e.g. due to explicit links between all EU Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 payments and CAP budget accounting equations.

Peter Witzke (EuroCARE) further elaborated on the inclusion of important CAP reform elements in the CAPRI modelling system. Regarding entitlements, Witzke explained that in the CAPRI model they influence the production decisions. Entitlements may have a positive
or a zero shadow value, which constitutes the base for incorporating greening and convergence CAP reform elements in CAPRI. The representation of mandatory and voluntary CAP reform elements related to the direct payments is in general possible, but concerning the basic payment scheme, the correct incorporation into CAPRI requires information on the actual implementation at Member State level. With respect to the greening component, Witzke explained that it is modelled in CAPRI through a separate entitlement that can be used by the farmers. He further explained the specific modelling approach to each component of greening. Regarding cover crop diversification, this will be based on a farm level analysis on observed data of 2008 (FADN), translated into an indirect indicator at NUTS2 level that may be incorporated in CAPRI. Concerning the pasture target component, the modelling will depend on the concrete implementation rules set by Member States. At this stage, a simple target is set in CAPRI, equalling the average grass area in the baseline (2020) with the grass area in the base year 2004. With regard to the ecological focus area component, Witzke emphasized that until now landscape elements such as hedges were not eligible for the SFP and hence there is actually no data available at European level on the areas concerned. A simple implementation into CAPRI through a 5% requirement would actually exaggerate the effect of EFA. Finally, on convergence, Witzke explained that while the financial amounts (net ceilings) need to be updated, an external convergence formula for Member States has been implemented in CAPRI. An entitlement trade module ensures that unused entitlements may be reallocated within a Member State, but internal convergence and distributive elements are still not incorporated.

Pat Westhoff (FAPRI) presented five major challenges related to the modelling of the US Farm Bill proposals. The first challenge is to estimate the impacts of eliminating the current direct payments and countercyclical payments (CCPs). The elimination of fixed direct payments (5 billion USD per year) should only have small effects on production in the model (as these payments are largely decoupled), but it does affect farm income and land value. CCPs are tied to prices, but have fixed base areas and yields. At the current levels of prices, CCPs are not applying for most crops, but their modelling (and hence the effects of their elimination) requires stochastic analysis as there is some chance that payments occur in certain conditions. An analysis of the supply-inducing effect of CCPs is also required.

The second challenge is to estimate the budgetary costs of the new price-based subsidies. The Price Loss Coverage (PLC) scheme in the House Bill triggers payments when prices fall below fixed reference prices. These reference prices are well above the current target prices, but below projected average prices for most commodities. To estimate the costs, a
stochastic analysis is again required. The third challenge is related to the estimation of the budgetary costs of the new revenue programs. The Agriculture Risk Coverage (ARC) scheme in the Senate Bill foresees payments when county (or farm) revenues per hectare fall below a trigger tied to moving averages of prices and yields. This requires the estimation of future combinations of prices and county yields which means a stochastic analysis and lots of correlations. The fourth challenge is to estimate the impacts of new programs on supply. The new programs are generally more coupled than the programs they replace, with the House PLC and Revenue Loss Coverage (RLC) and Senate ARC being all tied to planted areas and prices or revenues, whereas the Adverse Market Payments (AMPs) scheme in the Senate Bill are tied to base acreage and fixed yields. The fifth challenge relates to the estimation of Aggregate Measurement of Support (AMS) and other WTO measures, which actually requires guessing on how the new programs might be notified in the WTO. Applying a stochastic analysis for the estimation revealed that the mean levels of AMS would be below existing WTO agreements and that the overall trade-distorting support and other measures would be below possible new agreements. More specifically, results indicate that dairy AMS declines (no price support program, new program de minimis in most cases), AMS for crops may increase (as new amber policies replace green policies) and it is not likely that the current AMS limit of 19.1 billion USD would be exceeded. However, in the stochastic analysis, several limits (AMS, Overall Trade Distorting Support (OTDS) and especially commodity-specific caps) are frequently exceeded.

In the session discussion, the need for updating price elasticities in the models was discussed as well as the possibilities of achieving a better real world representation by taking also market imperfections into account. A further point of discussion was that the baseline of CAPRI is calibrated to the AGLINK baseline, and the question was asked if it would actually not be better to do it the other way around as many details (e.g. related to Member States or environmental issues) are not reflected in AGLINK but they are in CAPRI. It was stated that the whole estimation necessary to conduct baseline projections with the CAPRI model would not be manageable on a yearly basis due to the complexity of the model. Workshop participants also highlighted that certain things like the modelling of environmental conditions are generally not a problem as long as the conditions can be really defined in economic terms. Furthermore it was again stressed that for the modelling and hence evaluation of the total effects of the new CAP it is necessary to first know how certain measures are implemented at Member States level.
5. Special short session: An analysis of a potential "green revolution" in Africa

In a special short session, Cristina Vinyes (JRC-IPTS) presented preliminary results of an impact analysis of a potential "green revolution" in Africa. Agriculture is the most important contributor to the GDP in most African countries. However, total factor productivity (TFP) in African agriculture is rather low and lags behind both the global average and the region’s actual production potential. Given the importance of agriculture in African economies, an increase in agricultural productivity has the potential to boost (economic) development in Africa. To analyse the effects of an increase in Africa’s agricultural productivity on African agricultural production and trade, the CGE model MAGNET was used. Magnet is a global, dynamic CGE model based on the GTAP model. For the purpose of this study, the 129 regions covered in MAGNET were aggregated to six regions (EU-28, North Africa, West Africa, East Africa, Southern Africa, Rest of the World) and the model was calibrated to GDP and population growth assumed in the OECD-FAO Outlook baseline (2013). The scenario assumes a cumulative African agricultural TFP growth to be 14% higher than assumed in the baseline for the time period 2014-2023.

Scenario results show that the African agricultural production would increase by 11% compared to the baseline, with the production increase lead by the crop sectors. The increase in agricultural production also has a positive effect on the downstream sectors in Africa, with the output of Africa’s food processing industry increasing by 5%. While the African service sector would also be positively affected (+1%), the modeled green revolution is projected to have a slightly negative effect on Africa’s manufacturing sector (-1%). The effects on the EU are rather limited, as EU agricultural production is projected to decrease by 1.2%, with fruit & vegetables and other crops being the most affected sectors in both percentage and absolute levels in the EU (Figure 6).

Regarding the change in trade between Africa and the EU, the African food trade balance is projected to improve considerably. Africa would increase its agricultural exports to the EU by 51% compared to the baseline, while at the same time importing 26% less EU agricultural goods. Despite the increasing exports and decreasing imports, food consumption in Africa increases on average by about 4%.
The overall impact of the modeled “green revolution” on the African economy is significant, with the aggregated African GDP expected to be about 2.3% higher in 2023 compared to the baseline. Impacts on the GDP are most pronounced in West Africa in relative terms, whereas North Africa benefits most in absolute terms. The welfare gains for African households are positive and show the same pattern as the GDP increase. The overall effects on EU welfare and GDP growth are also positive, but small. Concluding her presentation, Vinyes highlighted that while a “green revolution” in Africa would only have a small positive effect on EU welfare and GDP growth, the positive impact in Africa would be large.

In a short discussion on the exercise, workshop participants asked how eligible agricultural land is considered in the model. Vinyes explained that some specific rates for eligible agricultural land are assumed for each region and that MAGNET has a land supply curve that reflects increasing marginal costs for bringing additional agricultural land into production. Regarding the modelled African regions, workshop participants recommended to actually split South Africa out of Southern Africa because South Africa is an emerging economy and therefore it can be considered as being different from the other regions.
6. Cereals, oilseeds, sugar: Can production outpace consumption growth in the EU?

This session was dedicated to the discussion of the preliminary baseline results for cereals, oilseeds and sugar, and the impact of yield and macroeconomic uncertainties in these sectors. Furthermore, some general past and future developments in the sectors were presented and specific focus was given to the growing grain demand in China and the increasing dependence on palm oil.

6.1 Low production growth compared to previous decades

The preliminary outlook results for cereals, oilseeds and sugar have been presented by Stephan Hubertus Gay (DG AGRI). Per capita demand (kg/capita) for arable crops is projected to be rather stable, with slight increases expected for wheat and sweeteners (sugar, isogluco). A slow increase is projected for the feed demand of the EU livestock sector. However, breaking down the feed demand per type of feed, Gay highlighted that demand for high protein feeds (mainly soybean and other oilmeals) and low protein feeds (mainly cereals) is expected to be rather constant over the projection period, whereas medium protein feed (mainly Dried Distillers Grains with Solubles, DDGS) is projected to increase, albeit from a low level. The increase in DDGS (a by-product of the production of cereal based ethanol) as feed is attributable to an increased use of cereals for ethanol production.

While developments in yields and area for the different crops have been quite varied in the past, the projections indicate that annual changes in arable crops' area and yield will become more similar over the medium term. Projected yield increases are based on recent trends and are especially low for common wheat, whereas they are more dynamic for sunflower seed, maize and rapeseed. Preliminary projections show that the total cereal production in the EU-28 amounts to at 314.9 million tonnes by 2023, with production of wheat and coarse grains at 145.6 and 169.3 million tonnes, respectively. The EU is expected to remain a net exporter of cereals, but also a considerable net importer of oilseeds (mainly soybeans). The stock-to-use ratios are projected to remain tight for cereals at levels well below the ratios of the last decade. EU and world cereal prices are projected to be lower than current levels, but still above long term averages. However, Gay pointed out that there is a considerable uncertainty behind the cereals price projections, especially when taking uncertainties about future yield and macroeconomic developments into account. An important point is that even
considering the yield and macroeconomic uncertainties, the intervention prices would not be triggered over the projection period (cf. Figure 7).

**Figure 7: EU cereal prices (EUR/tonne) and uncertainties**

![Graph showing EU cereal prices and uncertainties with line charts for wheat, maize, and barley with intervention price levels ranging from 90 to 240 EUR/tonne across years from 2005 to 2022.](image)

Vegetable oil demand in the EU has increased during recent years mainly because of an increased demand of feedstock for biodiesel production. Over the projection period a further increase in demand is expected. On the contrary, projection results indicate that the EU food demand of vegetable oils is stable and could be covered by domestic production by 2023. Regarding protein meals, the EU is projected to remain a large net importer of soybean meal. However, as feed demand is only expected to increase slightly, soybean meal demand will be rather constant over the projection period.

Sugar beet production in the EU is expected to increase over the projection period, mainly driven by increasing world prices, growing demand for bioethanol and also facilitated by the end of the EU sugar quota regime. The share of isoglucose in the overall sweeteners production is expected to increase considerably following the end of sugar quota, from currently about 3.5% to about 12% by 2023. Nonetheless, this share would still be low compared to observed shares in Northern America (e.g. 40% in the US). The EU has been a net importer of sugar since the EU sugar reform in 2006, but preliminary projection results indicate that it could come close to self-sufficiency by 2023.

### 6.2 Uncertainty analysis: Impact of lower crude oil prices

Sergio René Araujo Enciso (JRC-IPTS) presented the major results of the stochastic analyses for the grains sector with respect to the impacts of yield and macroeconomic uncertainties, more specifically concentrating on the impact of lower crude oil prices. For this analysis, a
lower oil prices is understood as being within a range of values between 72 and 102 USD/barrel in 2023, with an average oil price at 87 USD/barrel (i.e. on average 25% below the baseline assumption of 116 USD/barrel). Araujo Enciso reminded that a lower crude oil price also impacts other correlated macroeconomic indicators (like GDP growth and exchange rates) which has to be taken into account in the discussion of the results of the uncertainty analysis.

A lower oil price results in reduced agricultural commodity prices but also in reduced input costs (e.g. mineral fertilizer prices are on average 14% below the baseline level) for agricultural production. Agricultural commodity prices decrease both on the EU and the world market level, with the decrease being more pronounced at world market level (between -3.7% for sugar and -8.5% for oilseeds) for all commodities except for vegetable oil where the EU price (-8.6%) decreases relatively more than the world price (-7.4%) (cf. Figure 8). EU production and consumption show rather marginal reactions to the weaker oil price, whereas EU imports and exports are more affected. However, Araujo Enciso emphasized that the changes in imports and exports are not only attributable to the lower crude oil prices but are also driven by related changes in exchange rates.

Figure 8: Average price changes, lower crude oil price vs. baseline (2023)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Coarse Grains</th>
<th>Oilseeds</th>
<th>Protein Meals</th>
<th>Sugar</th>
<th>Vegetable Oil</th>
<th>Wheat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU Price (EUR)</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Import Price (EUR)</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
<td>-4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Price (USD)</td>
<td>-10%</td>
<td>-9%</td>
<td>-8%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>-6%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Gay (DG AGRI) and Araujo Enciso (JRC-IPTS).

6.3 China’s grain demand growth expected to outpace increases in domestic production

Darren Cooper (International Grains Council) presented some observations and factors to be monitored in the global markets for grains and oilseeds. He first described the development of the IGC Grains and Oilseeds Index (GOI), an index aiming at representing price trends in
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The GOI shows, even though occasionally bumpy, a heavy decline of prices for the grains and oilseeds complex during the past year (GOI being around 16% lower on a year by year basis). A closer look at the complex shows that markets for all products weaken. The 2013/14 supply overall outlook for grains and oilseeds markets is significantly higher than last year, with production of total grains (wheat and coarse grains) in 2013/14 being forecasted to be about 8% higher than in 2012/2013, mainly due to more favorable weather conditions in key production areas, particularly the US and CIS. However, price increases for wheat during September 2013 were due to concerns about crop prospects in Argentina and the Black Sea region. Nonetheless, IGC expects wheat output to increase by about 6% in 2013/14 compared to 2012/2013 (especially in CIS) and ending stocks to also recover (although wheat stocks of the major exporters remain well below the last 5-year average). The IGC forecast for maize in 2013/14 sees a record high in world production and global ending stocks are expected to recover sharply from the record low in 2012/13 to a 13-year high level of 152 million tonnes. Due to expected bumper crops in South America, IGC foresees global soybean output to expand by 4% in 2013/14. Depending on the harvest in South America, the forecast for soybean ending stocks is at a 3-year high of 29m tonnes. The forecast for global rapeseed production sees an increase of 5% in 2013/14 compared to 2012/13, and the world ending stocks are expected to grow by 17%, which would be the first increase since four years.

Focusing specifically on grain imports in China, Cooper explained that China’s grain imports are expected to rise significantly in 2013/14, led by imports in wheat and maize. China’s rice purchases also unexpectedly increased sharply, boosted by a wide domestic-export price spread (i.e. the spread between local and export prices makes imports attractive). China’s wheat harvest in 2013/14 is expected to be above average, but due to adverse weather the milling quality of wheat might be poor. This led to increases in local wheat prices and strong imports (with China’s wheat imports in 2013/14 expected at an 18-year high of about 7.2 million tonnes). Despite an expected record harvest, China’s maize imports in 2013/14 are forecast to reach 7.0 million tonnes, i.e. more than double compared to last season. Comparatively high domestic prices and prohibitive internal transport costs imply that imported maize remains competitively priced in major consuming regions of Southern China. This expected increase in China’s maize imports is linked to an increasing demand for meat

16 The IGC Grains and Oilseeds Index (GOI) follows the day-to-day price changes for wheat, maize, barley, sorghum, rice, soybeans and canola. The index is calculated using 22 USD-denominated daily export quotations at leading origins. More information on the IGC GOI is given at www.igc.int/grainsupdate/igc_goi.xls
products in China, with the projected demand growth outpacing the increasing domestic production. IGC expects China to overtake Japan as the world’s leading importer of maize, with imports forecast to increase to about 25 million tonnes by 2018/19 (cf. Figure 9). Concerning rice, there is a tendency towards decreased imports but this will strongly depend on the relationship between domestic and international prices.

**Figure 9: Medium term projections for China’s imports**

Source: Presentation Cooper (International Grains Council).

### 6.4 Oilseeds: rising dependence on palm oil in the world market

Thomas Mielke (Oil World) presented production and consumption trends for oilseeds. He first highlighted the high EU import dependency for oilmeals. The EU consumed 28.8 million tonnes of soybean meal in 2012/13, of which only 0.9 million tonnes were domestically produced. Of the total EU consumption of 55 million tonnes in oilmeals, almost 80% were imported either as seed or as meal. As oilseed prices and price trends in the EU depend on developments on the world market, Mielke presented the production structure and trends in the oilseeds world market. Due to the strong demand in oils and meals, the world oilseed production more than doubled in the past 25 years. The increase in production was based on both increased areas and yields, with about half of the area increase coming from land previously used for grains. Mielke expects this shift in land use to slow down and highlighted that agricultural land became a limiting factor worldwide (land values more than doubled in the past 6-8 years). Even though there is a potential for area expansion in Russia and Brazil, it would require infrastructure investments to activate it.
Regarding world production, ample oilseed supplies are expected in 2013/14, with large increases in soybeans, sunflower seed, rapeseed and palmkernels, i.e. the four oilseeds that were also the growth leaders in the past 15 years. World production is seen to rise by 22 million tonnes in 2013/14 and opening stocks 8 million tonnes higher than last year, boosting world supplies by 30 million tonnes. Concerning the main exporters, in 2013/14 the US and South America will account for about 80% of world exports of oilseeds (129 million tonnes) and even 95% of world soybean exports (107 million tonnes). Rapidly rising import demand is expected from China, mainly for soybeans, but also for rapeseed. Following a stagnation of oilseed imports in 2012/13, a big jump in China’s oilseeds imports by 8-9 million tonnes is likely to occur in 2013/14 (at the expense of stocks in exporting countries). Mielke further emphasized the general importance of China in the oilseeds world market, as China currently imports about 63% of the world oilseeds trade and is the world largest crusher with large and modern capacities.

Commenting specifically on palm oil, Mielke highlighted that yields of palm oil per ha are much higher than those for soybean and rapeseed oils (with palm oil yields of about 4.5 tonnes of oil/ha compared to about 0.3 tonnes/ha for soybean oil), with the dominance of palm oil and palmkernel oil increasing worldwide. World consumption of all oils and fats more than doubled in the latest 20 years to 188 million tonnes in 2012/13 and also the annual growth rates of palm oil and palmkernel oil consumption were more than double than those of other oils and fats. At present, both palm and palmkernel oils account for 33% of the world consumption and 63% of the world exports. Palm oil became the most important vegetable oil worldwide and its production was multiplied by more than 4 times in the past 20 years, from 14 million tonnes in 1993/94 to an estimated 59 million tonnes in 2013/14 (of which 30 million tonnes are produced in Indonesia and 20 million tonnes in Malaysia). Mielke also emphasized the rising dependence on palm oil with regard to world exports, with palm oil exports having almost quadrupled between 1997/98 and 2012/13, whereas exports of all 16 other oils and fats increased by 48%. In October/September 2013/14 palm oil exports are likely to rise to 45 million tonnes, whereas the combined exports of soybean, sunflower and rapeseed oils are expected to account for 21 about million tonnes (cf. Figure 10). Regarding the major exporters, Indonesia and Malaysia have exported 43.6 million tonnes of oils and fats in 2012/13, i.e. they accounted for 58% of total world exports of all oils and fats in 2012/13. Commenting further on the world consumption and production of palm oil, Oil World forecasts that in 2020 at least 78 million tonnes of
palm oil will be required by consumers worldwide (Figure 10). The major challenges in meeting this demand will be area and yields expansion in the context of sustainability.

Figure 10: World production of oils and fats and exports of palm oil

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>World production in palm oil (mio t)</th>
<th>Full Data</th>
<th>Projections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>23.00</td>
<td>20.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>42.00</td>
<td>32.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other countr.</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>5.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>78.00</td>
<td>62.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Mielke (Oil World)

6.5 Summary of the session discussion

In the discussion, some workshop participants considered that there will be more volatility in prices for cereals and oilseeds and higher prices especially for oilseeds (to be about 10% higher) due to strong demand and difficulties to cover this in particular due to land constraints. Higher price volatility for oilseeds is realistic given the concentration of production in a few selected regions (US and South America for oilseeds, Malaysia and Indonesia for palm oil). This makes the world market vulnerable to local harvest failures. It was further stated that price volatility could be reduced if the biofuel mandates would be made more flexible, as they are currently independent from market conditions and hence can become an important factor for price volatility on the upper side.

Discussing a specific question on the impact of the possibility for EU Member States to provide up to 2% of the national envelope as coupled support to protein crops, it was highlighted that this is expected to have only little effect on production at EU level, although the exact impact depends on how many Member States finally will make use of this option.

Regarding consumption patterns, it was discussed how changes in diets and also the economic crisis may affect the cereals and oilseeds demand. The diet effect could be an important factor, but it was especially highlighted that the economic crisis implies more budget constraints for households in their purchases, with the direct effect that less food is wasted at household level. This behaviour may continue after the economic crisis and could actually lead to a structural change in consumption patterns.

A further topic in the discussion concerned whether to expect a high or low uptake of isoglucose with the end of sugar and isoglucose quotas in the EU. The answer to this
question depends on consumer preferences, but also on the marketing strategies of sweetener users such as the soft drink industry. Some participants expect that the food and drink companies will switch from sugar to isoglucose due to lower prices for the latter. Therefore a major change could occur, and the production currently limited to about 700,000 tonnes in the EU could even be tripled in the medium to long term. On the other hand, other workshop participants also pointed out that the share of isoglucose is decreasing in the US and that starch producers are not in the position to increase production immediately as there are currently no capacities available, i.e. investment is needed to expand existing plants or build new ones. To this respect it was noted that some sugar companies recently started investing in starch.
7. **Biofuels: competition between biofuels in an uncertain regulatory frame**

In recent years biofuels have increasingly influenced the developments of cereal, sugar and oilseed markets, with biofuel markets themselves being strongly policy-driven. This session was dedicated to the preliminary baseline results for biofuels and the analysis of how these results are in general affected by macroeconomic and crop yield uncertainties as well as the specific uncertainty related to higher crude oil prices in combination with higher and lower maize yields in the US. Furthermore, in the panel discussion, a closer look on previous and expected developments in the EU biodiesel and ethanol markets was taken.

### 7.1 EU to become the second largest biofuel user

Stephan Hubertus Gay (DG AGRI) presented the preliminary outlook results for the EU biofuel markets. It is assumed that no changes would be made to the current EU biofuel policy and that the mandate of the Renewable Energy Directive (RED) is met by 2020. With respect to the 10% transport fuel target, a biofuel energy share of 8.5% in liquid transport fuels is assumed, with other renewable energy (e.g. electric cars) filling the gap. A further assumption is a continued increase in diesel and a decline in petrol use. Gay emphasized that the preliminary baseline only considers EU biofuel policy currently in place; hence it does not incorporate possible changes that are currently under discussion (like a possible limitation for the contribution of first generation biofuels, sustainability criteria or indirect land use change).

The underlying model assumption that the mandate of the current RED is met by 2020 implies that the EU biofuel consumption has to accelerate in order to meet its targets. Projection results show that the EU would become the second largest biofuel user over the period concerned, with its biofuel consumption still below US levels but above the levels of Brazil. By source, most of the EU biofuel consumption is expected to be satisfied by domestically produced agricultural feedstock (first-generation biofuels), but projection results also show an increase in bioethanol imports. In terms of production, the outlook indicates a faster growth in ethanol than in biodiesel, but the latter remains dominant in absolute terms. Concerning feedstock for biofuels, increases in ethanol production are mainly based on maize, whereas there is a growing importance of biodiesel based on waste oils (e.g. used cooking oils). Low prospects are seen for other second-generation biofuels in the medium-term. Gay stressed that biofuels are particularly important for vegetable oil use in the EU (especially rapeseed oil) and that the share of biodiesel production in the overall EU demand of vegetable oil is projected to be about 45% by 2023 (cf. Figure 11).
7.2 Uncertainties in the EU’s biofuel sector

Fabien Santini (JRC-IPTS) presented the uncertainty analysis for the biofuel sector, first presenting general results of the partial stochastic analysis with regard to macroeconomic and crop yields uncertainties. The uncertainties on the projections of EU biofuel production are rather limited, with coefficients of variation (CVs) of 4% for biodiesel and 2% for ethanol production in 2023. On the other hand, EU trade of biofuels is more subject to uncertainty, with CVs of 27% for EU ethanol imports and 9% for EU biodiesel imports.

Focusing on the particular uncertainties related to higher crude oil prices in combination with different levels of maize yields in the US, Santini pointed out that higher crude oil prices than those assumed in the preliminary baseline generally lead to increased world production and consumption of biofuels, with the effect being stronger in the case of higher US maize yields. Not surprisingly, the higher US maize yields also lead to higher ethanol exports from the US, while ethanol exports of Brazil would decrease. However, the same effect on US and Brazilian ethanol exports, albeit at a lower level, can be observed with lower US maize yields. The lower ethanol exports in Brazil might be attributable to increased domestic ethanol consumption due to higher crude oil prices.

World and domestic biofuel prices are increasing, with the price increase being slightly higher with lower US maize yield. The increases in biofuels prices translate to higher crop prices at the EU, US and world market level. The impact is high for coarse grains prices in the case of lower US maize yields (+14% in the EU), but moderate in the case of higher US maize yields (EU coarse grain prices increase by +4%) (cf. Figure 12). Thus, the results of this uncertainty analysis show that not only future biofuel policy but also other uncertainties are
important for the further development in the biofuel sector and the related agricultural feedstock markets.

Figure 12: Higher crude oil prices in combination with higher and lower US maize yields: Impact on crop prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>US</th>
<th>WORLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Higher US Maize Yield</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Grains</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilseeds</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable Oils</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar (White)</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower US Maize Yield</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Grains</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilseeds</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetable Oils</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar (White)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Gay (DG AGRI) and Santini (JRC-IPTS)

7.3 Rising relevance of used cooking oil and animal fat in biodiesel feedstock

Christoph Berg (F.O. Licht) presented recent developments in the EU biodiesel market. He first highlighted the rising difference between physical and mandate (including double counting) biodiesel demand. While both were equal in 2008, since then quota-biodiesel demand always exceeded the physical biodiesel demand, and the constantly increasing gap is expected to further increase in 2014 and 2015. A further decrease in biodiesel consumption in 2014 and 2015 is expected due to restrictions in Argentina and Indonesia as well as a general decline of demand for biodiesel. While there have been constant increases in EU imports of Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) until now, the lower physical demand and trade legislation are likely to result in declining FAME imports in 2014/2015. In general, F.O. Licht’s short term outlook for FAME production is stable, but growth in output is expected for Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil (HVO). However, the development of HVO basically comes from investments of only one firm and it is unclear if investments in new plants are planned.

Berg highlighted that the share of used cooking oil (UCO, a by-product of the processed food industry) and animal fat (a by-product of meat production) in the biodiesel feedstock is rising (Figure 13). Berg further stressed that Used-Cooking-Oil-Methylester (UCOME) received a high premium over FAME (UCOME is typically blended into FAME). This lead to the increase in the use of used cooking oil for biodiesel production, but it is actually driven by the EU regulatory framework as UCOME counted double towards renewables mandates compared with standard first-generation FAME biodiesel. Berg also pointed out that the double
counting might actually have led to system abuse (e.g. the use of specifically produced oil instead of waste oil).

**Figure 13: Relevance of used cooking oil and animal fat in biodiesel feedstock**

![Graph showing the relevance of UCO and animal fat in biodiesel feedstock from 2008 to 2014.](image)

Source: Presentation Berg (F.O. Licht)

Commenting specifically on the preliminary Commission outlook results for biofuels, Berg stressed that the projections seem to make sense if it is assumed that the EU biofuel mandate is met. However, as he does not see enough investment in the biofuel sector, Berg actually is more bearish for the outlook of both ethanol and biodiesel. The lack of investment is also linked to the on-going policy debate on the EU regulatory framework for biofuels. Berg sees the current debate moving away from biofuel mandates towards GHG emission savings, and with no (new) policy in place before the end of 2014, the current RED might not be reliable enough and biodiesel companies will be likely to hold back or discard necessary investments. Therefore Berg concurs with the EU baseline in that he is more optimistic with regard to the developments of ethanol than for biodiesel.

### 7.4 A challenging commercial environment for ethanol production

A closer look on the developments on the EU ethanol market was presented by Caroline Midgley (LMC International). Midgley highlighted that the Commission’s outlook shows a generally more optimistic view on the developments in the biofuel market than the LMC projections, with the biofuels energy share (% RED counting), projected to be 8.5% in the Commission’s preliminary outlook compared to 7.5% by LMC. Accordingly, the preliminary outlook shows fuel ethanol demand rising to more than 14 billion litres, whereas LMC projects only 10 billion litres by 2020. Midgley challenged especially the projected increase in EU diesel demand as many analysts (including LMC) think the dieselisation of the market is coming to an end. Furthermore, the projected 12% share of ethanol in gasoline by volume
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seems to be quite ambitious, because it would imply a total market penetration of E-10 and considerable volumes of E-85. However, concerning the latter, the LMC forecast shows only very modest growth for E-85 and a share below 1% in gasoline by volume in 2023.

With regard to future ethanol production, Midgley pointed out that contrary to the Commission, LMC actually assumes that sugar beets will not make a major contribution to ethanol production after 2017 when sugar production quotas are abolished. LMC expects ethanol production from sugar to remain less profitable than the use of sugar for other purposes. LMC expects that this could result in the removal of around 900 million litres of ethanol from the market. LMC also expects less increase in EU ethanol imports than presented in the preliminary outlook. Midgley further stressed that the gross margin on wheat ethanol production has narrowed in recent years as ethanol prices have failed to rise in line with wheat prices. With respect to the EU supply price for ethanol, LMC calculations predict that future total cost of EU grain based ethanol will be about 590-700 Euros/m³ (cf. Figure 14).

Figure 14: Future full costs of producing grain based ethanol in the EU

Midgley highlighted that US ethanol imports, without the anti-dumping (AD) duty, are very competitive, as is Brazilian ethanol (paying the denatured tariff). However, Brazilian ethanol would not be competitive if Brazil’s gasoline prices were aligned to oil prices. Even in the case of anti-dumping duties, LMC forecasts that EU ethanol prices will remain subdued and that gross margins for wheat based ethanol production are expected to continue to decline.

Reflecting on how EU biofuel producers will respond to this challenging economic environment, Midgley emphasized that the thin margins are likely to drive consolidation in
the sector. Producers will try to boost revenues by seeking to valorise additional by-products, e.g. corn ethanol producers could develop corn oil extraction and wheat dry mills could convert to wet mills and produce starch products and wheat gluten. Furthermore, the abolition of EU sugar and isoglucose production quotas in 2017 opens up the possibility of producing sweeteners from starch. LMC also expects that ethanol producers will look for new opportunities to supply the food and beverage industries. Moreover, they may develop neutral alcohol capacities.

7.5 Summary of the session discussion

In the discussion a question was raised on what the preliminary outlook actually assumes with regard to biofuel consumption after 2020 (as the outlook results show a decrease in biofuel consumption after 2020). It was clarified that the current mandate is not increasing beyond 2020, and therefore no increase in the biofuel energy share in liquid transport fuels is expected from 2020 onwards. However, the outlook assumes that the increase in waste oil use will continue after 2020 – which, because of its double counting as second-generation biofuels, allows a decrease in the use of first-generation biofuel and results in the projected overall decline of EU biofuel consumption after 2020. Concerning the underlying assumption that the targets of the biofuel mandates are met (assuming a biofuel energy share of 8.5% in liquid transport fuels with other renewable energy (e.g. electric cars) filling the gap to reach the 10% share), several workshop participants challenged this assumption considering it to be overly optimistic and they actually do not expect the EU to fulfil the biofuel mandates in 2020. However, the general approach for the baseline is to take existing and already agreed policies as given, and therefore, in this case, it also has to be assumed that the EU mandate of the Renewable Energy Directive will be met. Hence, currently discussed possible changes in the EU biofuel policy have not been taken into consideration in the preliminary outlook. However, it was mentioned that several policy options have been assessed with the AGLINK model and results are published in a separate report.17

Regarding the LMC analysis about the influence of the abolition of the sugar quotas on the use of sugar beet for the ethanol production in the EU, it was clarified that this is based on the assumption that sugar can be imported into the EU without restrictions, i.e. EU sugar

prices would be equal to the world prices which are expected to be high and therefore would make the use of sugar more attractive for other destinations than ethanol.

The advantages of US ethanol production over EU ethanol production were discussed, one of the main causes being that the maize used in the US is a cheaper feedstock for ethanol production than the milling wheat used in the EU. Lower energy cost in the US (shale gas) is an additional advantage for the dry milling process based on maize, as well as the wider range of high value by-products (maize oil DDG) than the EU wheat-based processes.

Finally it was also noted by workshop participants that a potential decline of biodiesel could have consequences on the feed industry, with less rape meals available.
8. Which future for meat markets in the EU?

This session was dedicated to the discussion of the preliminary baseline results for meat markets as well as the impact of general uncertainties and increased EU compound feed prices on the meat outlook. Furthermore some specific reflections on the pork, poultry and beef world markets were presented and discussed.

8.1 Production and consumption recovery in the EU

The preliminary results of the European Commission’s outlook on meat markets were presented by Sophie Hélaine (DG AGRI). The ongoing economic downturn and historically high level of unemployment in the EU resulted in a contraction of EU meat consumption in 2012 and 2013, reaching its lowest level in the past 11 years. Furthermore, EU demand was pushed further towards poultry, the cheapest meat option. However, the preliminary baseline results show a high meat demand and positive trade prospects at world level.

Regarding beef production, the EU cattle herd is expected to slightly increase in 2014 in the light of EU dairy quota abolishment, but EU beef production is projected to return to its declining trend after 2015. Beef imports are expected to increase, though they are projected to stay below the level of 2005 (when beef imports actually exceeded the TRQ level). EU pig meat production is projected to rebound from 2015 onwards and benefit from export opportunities. The expansion of exports is however constrained by increased competition from the US and Brazil. EU poultry production is also expected to increase over the projection period, but at a slower pace than in previous decades, which is mainly attributable to high feed costs. Nonetheless, poultry meat will still remain the most dynamic meat sector. For sheep and goat meat, the projections show a continuation of the historical downward trend, albeit at a slower rate than in the previous decade (but this is based on the assumption that EU Member States would keep existing coupled payments for sheep). The dynamics of EU meat production are depicted in Figure 15.

With regard to meat consumption, EU beef meat consumption is projected to decrease over the projection period. EU pig meat consumption is expected to gradually recover from the decline observed since 2007, but by 2023 consumption levels are projected to still be below 2011 levels. With supply markets under pressure, sheep meat consumption is expected to further decrease. By contrast, EU poultry consumption is projected to continue its steady increase observed in previous years (but at a slower pace). On the aggregate level, the increase in poultry and pig meat consumption compensates for the decrease in beef and sheep meat consumption. Therefore total per capita meat consumption in the EU is
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expected to slightly increase over the projection period (reaching a total of 65.9 kg/capita by 2023). The growth in total meat consumption is more pronounced in the EU-N13 than in the EU-15, but a gap of almost 10 kg per capita less meat consumed in the EU-N13 compared to the EU-15 still remains.

**Figure 15: Recent and projected EU meat production**

![Graph showing recent and projected EU meat production](image)

Source: Presentation Hélaine (DG AGRI), Santini and Van Dorslaer (JRC-IPTS)

8.2 The impact of specific uncertainties on the meat outlook

The main results of the uncertainty analyses for the meat baseline projections were presented by Fabien Santini and Ben Van Doorslaer (both JRC-IPTS). Regarding the impact of combined macroeconomic and yield uncertainties on the baseline projections for EU meat trade, the effect of macroeconomic uncertainty is generally bigger than the effect of yield uncertainty. With a coefficient of variation of 11%, EU net exports of pig meat are likely to keep on growing, whereas the EU remains a net importer of beef until 2023 (with a CV of 39%). Poultry meat net trade is also likely to vary a lot (CV = 31%), but the EU keeps a net export position throughout the projection period. Analysing a subset with lower GDP growth and weaker currency in Brazil, the results show a significant decrease in world meat prices (-11.1% beef, -9.9% pork, -8.4% poultry) which also leads to lower EU producer prices for beef (-1.6%) and pig meat (-0.8%). Due to the lower world market prices, EU net imports of beef would further increase, whereas EU net exports of pork and poultry would decrease (but the effects on EU net trade is rather moderate in absolute terms for all the markets concerned).

A further analysis was carried out with the CAPRI model on the impact of a 10-20% increase in EU compound feed prices at the EU and regional (NUTS2) level.\(^{18}\) The increase in prices for compound feed leads to a switch in the feed composition towards grass and fodder.

---

\(^{18}\) Compound feed in the context of the analysis is defined as feed based on cereals, oilseeds and oilcakes.
Substitution is however limited by nutrition requirements and the availability of fodder. The poultry sector, and to a lesser extent the pig meat sector, shows less flexibility in the substitution of compound feed. Therefore these two sectors are the most affected by an increase in compound feed prices. Poultry production would decrease by 6% at EU level and exports would decrease by 360 thousand tonnes (-42%), whereas imports increase by 227 thousand tonnes (+90%). Concerning the EU pig meat sector, exports would decrease by 21% and production decreases by 3% at EU level (with changes between +1% and -7% at regional level). Despite an EU producer prices increase of 8% (similar throughout all Member States), income from pig fattening would decrease by 8% at the EU level (with considerable differences at regional level) (cf. Figure 16).

**Figure 16: Impact of increased EU compound feed prices on the pig meat sector**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Changes in pig meat production (%)</th>
<th>Income changes for pig fattening (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; -4%</td>
<td>&lt; -25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4% to -2%</td>
<td>-25% to -10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2 - 0%</td>
<td>-10% - 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0 - 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 - 1%</td>
<td>&gt; 10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Hélaine (DG AGRI), Santini and Van Doorslaer (JRC-IPTS)

**8.3 Global meat consumption growth dominated by poultry**

Richard Brown (Gira Consultancy and Research) first commented in his presentation on the EC’s preliminary outlook results for meat and then gave some specific reflections on the pork and poultry world markets.

Brown outlined that the Commission’s outlook projects a recovery in meat consumption for all species, and Gira agrees on this upward trend in total meat consumption, but is actually a bit more optimistic, especially for poultry. Regarding exports, the EC’s outlook seems overly optimistic for pig and poultry meat. Gira’s view is that the EU pig meat export volume will be more under pressure by Russian domestic production developments and more competition in Asian markets from the US, Canada and Brazil (Japan is now open for pig meat imports from the Brazilian state Santa Catarina). With respect to imports, Gira expects pig, poultry and beef meat import volumes to rise more than projected by the Commission, especially as
they will be subject to bilateral free trade agreements (e.g. between the EU and Canada). While the Commission’s projections for EU meat production are positive for pork and poultry, Gira is less positive and sees only poultry growing, mainly driven by cost efficiency of the chicken industry. The other types of meat are expected to decline due to increased third country competition. Brown emphasized that the Commission’s outlook is relatively pessimistic on meat prices and Gira actually expects higher meat price rises, reflecting increases in global market prices. Regarding meat prices, Brown further elaborated that there are actually surprisingly low increases for example in global cattle numbers and almost no change in feeding intensity, which can be expected to result in further increasing meat prices.

Focusing on the pork and poultry markets, Brown highlighted that global meat consumption continues to grow, mainly driven by an increasing demand per capita in emerging markets. Gira forecasts an increase of 40 million tonnes (+14%) in global meat consumption between 2010 and 2020, which is less than in the previous decade, but would mean a significant recovery from the impact of the 2008-2009 financial crisis on meat consumption. The global meat consumption growth will be dominated by poultry, driven by its relative cheaper price (cf. Figure 17).

**Figure 17: Global meat consumption growth by species 2010-2020**

Looking at the indices for producer/wholesale prices for poultry and pig meat from 2001-2013, it can be observed that real prices have risen strongly in real terms and Gira expects this development to continue. Brown highlighted that the apparent 2012 price downturn for pig meat is influenced by prices in China and if China is excluded, a sharp increase in prices can in fact be observed. Brown illustrated that global pig meat imports are dominated by Asia (especially China) and that there is a high concentration of global pig meat exporters.
(with North America as the most important region). Pig producer prices (EUR/t c.w.e.) are attractive in export markets, and Gira actually expects that the EU will face stronger competition from lower cost producing areas. Concerning poultry meat, Brown showed that global imports are broadly distributed between many destinations. The EU as a poultry meat exporter is squeezed by lower cost competition from the US and Brazil. Brown emphasized that EU animal welfare regulations partly explain the cost difference, but on the other hand it can be observed that tougher animal welfare demands are spreading to key competitors, and that EU farmers are adapting and reducing their initial costs.

8.4 Reflections on the world beef market outlook in 2014 and beyond

Philippe Chotteau (Institut de l'Elevage) commented on the preliminary outlook results of the Commission and reflected on some major issues for the world beef market in the coming years. Chotteau first outlined the following main drivers for EU beef production: i) dairy and suckler cows herd evolution; ii) veal production, representing 22-23% of calves born from the EU dairy cows; iii) live animals trade balance, with imports of live animals becoming negligible, but opportunities for live animals exports; iv) carcass weight evolution; and v) genomics and sexed semen (implying more crossed bred calves from dairy cows). Chotteau emphasised that the sharp drop in EU beef consumption since 2008 (-12%) is specifically due to the economic crisis, but in the long term, the decline of EU beef is following the decline in number of cows. Concerning the herd evolution, 2/3 of the EU herd is composed of dairy cows, and therefore developments on the dairy commodities markets and cow productivity prospects are key drivers for beef meat markets. In 2013, a stabilisation of the dairy herd could be observed for the first time since years, but Chotteau does not expect this situation to continue, as the production responses to the currently high dairy prices will drive prices down again which will lead to declines in the dairy herd with corresponding effects for beef production. Chotteau further highlighted that the prospects of beef returns are closely linked to i) the extent and the speed of the EU economic recovery; ii) the ability of the EU beef industry to meet EU consumer preferences and to avoid meat scandals like the recent one with horse meat, and especially iii) the returns compared to other farming and non-farming alternatives.

Regarding EU beef imports, Chotteau stressed that after 2018 the free trade agreement between the EU and Canada\(^\text{19}\) implies potential imports from Canada of around 50 000

\(^{19}\) More information on the CETA between the EU and Canada can be obtained on the respective DG Trade website: [http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/canada/](http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/canada/)
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tonnes c.w.e. (35 000 t for chilled beef and 15 000 t for frozen beef) without duties, i.e. potentially almost doubling the Canadian beef exports outside NAFTA. With respect to EU exports, Chotteau remains generally doubtful on the EU’s future beef price competiveness, but he reckons some good export prospects exist for quality niche markets and towards neighbouring countries. This would in particular be the case for the Mediterranean area, with a relatively high demand for live cattle. In 2012, a sharp increase in beef imports in the Mediterranean area could be observed, but these were only marginally served by EU beef. Chotteau expects that the EU can further increase exports to the Mediterranean area, but at the same time emphasized that this market is highly sensitive to sanitary and political issues.

Further focusing on world beef exports, Chotteau reflected on the situation of the two major players India and Brazil. He first highlighted the low cost of production for Indian buffalo beef. Even though export prices rose quickly over the last years, Indian frozen beef exports still increased (albeit at a slower pace) due to the huge low cost beef demand in Asia and Africa (cf. Figure 18).

![Figure 18: Export prices for deboned beef (€/kg)](source: GEB-Institut de l’Elevage according to ITC)

India possesses the most important cattle herd in the world, but it serves mainly for dairy and draft purposes, not for meat. Chotteau explained that India has a very specific beef meat balance with a net production of about 3.6 million tonnes c.w.e. and a domestic beef consumption of approximately 2 million c.w.e. (i.e. only about 1.6 kg per capita, as around 40% of Indian citizens are vegetarians). Regarding Brazil, Chotteau pointed out that there is a high price incentive for beef in Brazil, with a Brazilian Real depreciation boosting the competitiveness of Brazilian beef and leading to Brazil’s return on the world market.
8.5 Summary of the session discussion

Discussing EU meat consumption, some participants of the workshop expressed more optimism than the Commission’s outlook. For example, beef consumption in Germany was reported to have stabilised in the last years, not declined. However, other participants pointed out on the contrary drivers indicating a further decrease of beef meat consumption. Germany could be an exception compared to countries more affected by the economic downturn and for example a decrease of 2% per year could be observed in France, and the developments are worse in other EU Member States like Italy and Portugal. Other factors might need to be taken more into consideration, such as changes in diet and the increasing share of vegetarianism. During the discussion it was also highlighted that a close observation of the developments in the rest of the world is inevitable to actually understand what happens in the EU meat sector. Moreover, developments on the fish markets need to be considered and it was suggested to include also the fish and aquaculture sector into the Commission’s outlook (similar to what is done in the annual OECD-FAO outlook).

Another point of discussion was the possible impact of the FTA between the EU and Canada (CETA), especially with regard to Canadian beef and pork exports to the EU. The general opinion was that the impact of CETA on EU meat markets might be limited in the short run and that Canadian stakeholders will need time to expand their exports up to the TRQs. In this context it was highlighted that because Canada is close to the large US market the Canadian meat production is adapted to the quality requirements of the US, especially with regard to intramuscular fat (US consumers favor marbled meat whereas EU consumers rather prefer lean meat).

The question was discussed if sexed semen could be a game changer in beef production. Sexed semen is used to produce animals of the desired sex from a particular breeding (it is also used to improve genetic value) and beef cattle farmers could use sexed semen to capitalize on the higher value of male animals than female ones for meat production. It was stated that sexed semen has been used for example in France, but rather for dairy cattle not for beef production. Generally there seem to be more advantages to using sexed semen in the dairy industry (for replacement heifers from genetically superior cows) than in the beef industry.

A further discussion arose around the effects of a possible increase in Brazil’s beef production intensity. Some experts at the workshop stated that while there would certainly be enough place in Brazil to increase beef production, an increase in the herd would require investments for which credit currently does not seem available, especially because the
investment needs are higher compared to those in crop production, with the latter also offering quicker and better return on investment. Therefore most experts do not expect a big increase in the Brazilian cattle herd size in the short- to medium-term. Nonetheless, a more intensive ‘end-fattening’ in Brazil could occur in the mid-term.

Regarding poultry production it was emphasized that the EU poultry industry suffers from squeezed margins due to higher feed costs. In addition, the impact of strict EU welfare measures on poultry production is strong and as indicated in the uncertainty analysis of the Commission’s outlook, a change in the feed mix for poultry is difficult.
9. Milk and dairy markets: To what extent will the EU benefit from the strong world demand?

In this session the focus was on the preliminary outlook results for the EU milk and dairy markets and the impact of yield and macroeconomic uncertainties as well as reflections on general developments in the EU and world markets for cheese and milk powder commodities.

9.1 Favourable prospects for EU dairy products

Sophie Hélaine (DG AGRI) presented the preliminary outlook results for the EU milk and dairy markets. The ‘big event’ for the EU dairy markets over the projection period is the abolition of milk quotas in 2015. However, there is no abrupt increase in EU milk production expected in 2015, and for EU milk deliveries the outlook shows a quite moderate increase of 9.1 million tonnes by 2023 (+7% compared to 2012). In 2012, the number of EU dairy cows increased for the first time in 20 years; however, as from 2016, the total number of dairy cows should decline again, albeit slower than in previous decades. Thus, the increase of EU milk production over the projection period corresponds principally to further improvements in milk yields per cow. As can be seen in Figure 19, most of the milk production increase is projected to take place in the EU-15.

Figure 19: Change in milk deliveries in 2023 compared to 2012

The outlook results also indicate a robust EU domestic demand and a strong world demand for milk and dairy products. The increase in EU milk production is mainly directed to the production of cheese, fresh dairy products (FDP) and whey, which are all products projected
to have great export potential. The main destination for EU cheese exports is Russia, which is expected to further increase over the projection period, albeit at a slower pace. For drinking milk, EU exports to China have increased considerably over the last years due to safety scandals affecting China’s domestic milk production. This trade could further develop if freight prices remain low and if Chinese consumers keep paying a premium for non-Chinese milk. For butter also an increase in EU production is projected, but driven by an increasing domestic demand, not by global drivers. Regarding prices, the EU milk price is projected to decrease slightly between 2013 and 2016, and to stay firm afterwards. Cheese and SMP prices are also projected to decrease between 2013 and 2016 but increase afterwards, with cheese prices almost reaching the levels of 2013 by 2023 and SMP also stabilising at a relative high level towards 2023. By contrast, butter prices are projected to decrease throughout the projection period.

9.2 Effects of macroeconomic uncertainties on the EU dairy outlook

The main results of the uncertainty analyses for the milk and dairy markets were presented by Marco Artavia (JRC-IPTS). The focus of the presentation was mainly on uncertainties related to macroeconomic variables. Furthermore, as the preliminary outlook results indicate especially an increase in cheese production (i.e. the most important dairy product in terms of production and value levels, Artavia concentrated on cheese in his presentation. The main sources of uncertainty for EU cheese come from outside the EU because dairy products are extensively traded commodities, and their domestic developments are strongly influenced by the (economic) developments in major importing and exporting countries. An analysis of correlation of cheese exports reveals that the EUR/USD exchange rate (with direct consequence on the EU competitiveness), the Russian GDP (Russia is the major market for EU cheese exports) and the New Zealand Dollar exchange rate (New Zealand is one the main competitors of the EU in the world market) are key drivers of uncertainty.

The variability of EU-28 production and consumption is low for milk, but higher for SMP and WMP (the latter being more exposed to international trade than other dairy products). Indeed, with EU production levels of SMP and WMP being twice the levels of the respective exports, the variability of EU SMP and WMP exports is about two times higher than their production variability. With respect to variability in EU cheese production and exports, Artavia pointed out that the low production variability of 1% results in a higher variability of export (6%) (cf. Figure 20).
Reflecting further on the reaction of EU dairy products to uncertainties in macroeconomic variables, Artavia focused on the behavior of EU cheese exports in the context of a stronger Euro. Results of the subset with an exchange rate between 1.54 and 1.80 EUR/USD (i.e. a strong EUR than assumed in the baseline) show only moderate effects on the EU cheese exports. This is because in the uncertainty analysis the negative effect of an appreciation of the EUR on EU cheese exports is actually compensated by other variables (e.g. an increased Russia GDP). Artavia pointed out that this exemplifies that in a stochastic analysis strong changes in one variable may be compensated by simultaneous movements in other variables.

**9.3 EU milk production reacts stronger to price developments than in the past**

Monika Wohlfarth (ZMB) presented some comments and reflections regarding the EU milk and dairy market perspectives. Wohlfarth highlighted that the ZMB does not expect demand growth within the domestic EU market, but that the growing international demand for dairy products will be the driver for EU dairy production in the coming years. Since 2009, EU dairy exports are continuously increasing, especially for cheese and whey. On the international dairy markets, a few big exporters (New Zealand, EU, USA, and Australia) concentrate the supply and, even though there are many importing countries, the international market is highly dependent on the imports of China and Russia. Wohlfarth emphasised that milk output in the EU reacts much stronger to milk prices (with a certain time lag) than in the past. While agricultural input prices increased substantially since 2005 (making producers more vulnerable to milk price changes), EU milk prices have also followed a rising trend with a record high expected in 2013, leading to a rise in total EU milk production. The increase in
milk deliveries is actually faster than the increase in milk production, reflecting an increasing share of milk delivered to dairies.

Concerning EU milk processing, ZMB expectations are widely in line with the Commission’s outlook, with ZMB expecting an increase in the production of (almost) all major dairy products. Higher increase in EU cheese production than indicated in the Commission’s outlook could be possible, as cheese shows the steadiest growth in both exports and internal consumption. Furthermore a bigger increase in the EU production of WMP and SMP is likely as new large drying capacities are built in Europe (e.g. in Germany, France, Ireland and Belgium) Moreover, new capacities for whey processing into derivates are also built. With a higher production of WMP and cheese, actually no increase of butter production is expected. The ZMB expects more volatile EU milk deliveries in the future because milk production will be more linked to margins and more influenced by weather conditions. Wohlfarth exemplified the point of volatility and the increasing influence of margins on EU milk production by comparing the developments in soybean prices to German milk prices between 2007 and July 2013, showing an inverse development between the two prices (with a certain time lag) (cf. Figure 21).

Figure 21: Comparison of milk producer prices in Germany and the price for soybeans (Euro/kg)

With respect to the effect of the abolishment of EU milk production quotas, Wohlfarth pointed out that the countries which have been limited by the quota system in recent years (NL, DE, DK, IE, LT, CY, AT, BE, PL) can be expected to see their milk production increasing once the quota system is removed. EU milk production can be expected to mostly concentrate in regions with a high share of grassland (near to the coasts, etc.) and regions without other agricultural opportunities in general.
At Member State level, the ZMB sees more optimism than the Commission in the UK milk and dairy sector, as the growing investments of dairy companies recently observed in this MS might lead to increased investments at farm level and thus to an increase in production in the coming years. Scandinavian countries can also be expected to increase production in order to export to Russia. Regarding Eastern Europe (EU-12), Wohlfarth pointed out that, even though grassland and cheap labor are available, technological progress at farm level and investments at dairy/processor level would be needed in order to boost milk production.

9.4 Increased investment in new milk powder plants

Christophe Lafougère (Gira Consultancy and Research) provided feedback on the Commission’s milk and dairy outlook results and also reflected on the developments in the EU and international milk powder markets.

Lafougère highlighted that the Commission’s projections are more optimistic than the forecast of Gira, with the EC projecting 1.2 million tonnes more milk produced in 2017 compared to Gira. Gira actually expects less cheese production and hence also less EU cheese exports. At Member State level, Lafougère expects the top eight EU milk producers to increase their production by more than 8%. Germany is expected to be the Member State with the biggest increase in milk production. In Ireland there is actually scope to easily double milk production at farm level, however, this is not likely to take place due to a lack of capacities on the processors side. In the UK, which is about 14% below the quota limits, an increase in production of about 1 million tonnes is expected, with the production increase leading to reduced imports, which in turn will impact the overall EU market.

Concerning milk powders, Lafougère emphasised the recently increased investments in new plants (about 850 million Euros). These investments take place in a context of increased amount of EU milk which has to be transformed into powders for export (cf. Figure 21). With respect to SMP, Lafougère stressed that the supply is highly concentrated in the world market, with the US, EU, New Zealand and Australia together accounting for about 90% of all exports. The EU is currently the largest global exporter of SMP (with a share of 31% in global exports in 2012), but the US is expected to increase exports to 620000 tonnes by 2017 and to become the main supplier with a market share of 32%. For WMP there is also a concentrated world supply, facing more than 140 importers. Since the melamine scandal, China has been the main driver of the global WMP market with a share of total imports of
around 20% in 2012. Also East and South East Asia are increasing their reliance on WMP imports, with Oceania currently being the dominant supplier.

**Figure 22: Recent investment in milk powder production**

Reflecting on EU whey production, Lafougère pointed out that even though whey powder (WP) still represents its major part, the strongest growth will be in the production of derivates such as Whey Protein Isolates (WPI) and Designer Whey Protein (DWP). This is mainly due to the specific demand for infant formula\(^\text{20}\) production and dietetic/nutritional products. Gira expects an increase in WPI production of 6.5% and in DWP of 4.2% by 2017. Whey consumption driven by infant formula demand is increasing in East and South East Asia with China being the main importer of WPI and DWP. However, standard whey powder consumption is still important for the feed sector in Asia.

Lafougère identified Fat Filled Milk Powder (FFMP) as another product that should be more closely monitored. The global production of FFMP is estimated to be about 2.3 million tonnes in 2012. Europe is by far the main producer, producing more than half of the global FFMP production (more than 1.3 million tonnes in 2012). North America is the second most important producer of FFMP, while Oceania (mainly New Zealand) represents only 6% of the global FFMP production. Regarding global trade, about 950,000 tonnes of FFMP were exported, mainly from Europe (Germany, Belgium, France, Ireland and the Netherlands).

---

\(^{20}\) Infant formula is a manufactured food that is designed for babies and infants less than 12 months of age.
9.5 Positive prospects for EU cheese exports

Jack Baines (EUCOLAIT) first commented on the Commission’s milk and dairy outlook results and then focused on the prospects for cheese markets, particularly with regard to EU exports. Baines considers the Commission's outlook for milk production as too modest and delineated several reasons why he actually expects a higher increase in EU milk production. He highlighted that, depending on the data source, milk deliveries in the EU-27 have been growing between 3.8 and 4.5% in the last 3 years (2010-2012) in an environment with quota restrictions. Thus, if this growth would continue over the projection period until 2023, a compound increase between 10-15% could be expected, which would be far more than the 6.3% increase in the EC outlook. Baines questioned that production growth would slow down with the abolishment of milk quotas. He further highlighted that increases in the number of EU dairy cows are currently observed. While some seem to believe that this increase is only temporary, driven by farmers retaining cows to take advantage of high milk prices, EUCOLAIT thinks that this increase is rather fundamental, reflecting farmers’ preparation for the quota abolishment. Furthermore, Baines thinks that the potential for milk production in the EU-12 is generally underestimated (especially for Poland and Hungary) and that the EU-12 could contribute more positively to milk production growth in the EU.

Concerning the developments of EU cheese exports, Baines highlighted the strong growth in recent years. Over the last six years, exports have gone up by nearly 200 000 tonnes, with an exceptional growth in 2010 and 2012. The main destination for the growing EU exports is Russia, accounting for almost 60 % of the export increase in 2010 and about 40 % in 2012. Eight countries import more than 2/3 of the EU exports (Russia, US, Switzerland, Japan, Algeria, Saudi Arabia, Australia and Canada), but under many different forms at different prices. Therefore any forecast for cheese exports needs to take into account the different markets and subcategories of cheeses.

Looking closer into the growth prospects of the major cheese importing countries, Baines emphasized that even though cheese imports in Russia strongly increased in recent years, the consumption per capita remains low. However, Russian cheese imports are expected to continue growing because of the growth of the urban population. In addition, milk production in Russia continues to struggle and milk is increasingly processed into fresh dairy products.

In the US, the second biggest market for EU cheese exports, volumes have not gone up, as the majority of EU cheese exports are within TRQs. Baines thinks that the ethnic profile of
the US population increase is not favourable to a higher consumption of specialty cheeses. Nonetheless, US demand for specialty cheese is increasing, and it can also be observed that European and US dairy companies invest in the US to produce specialty cheese locally.

Other main destinations for EU exports of cheese are respectively: (i) Switzerland with a balanced net trade; (ii) Japan, fairly static in recent years, concerning mainly lower value cheese, primarily used as ingredient for processed foods; (iii) Canada, another static market because of its restricted market access (import quotas); however, with the CETA, the EU cheese export volume could more than double in the next five years, and (iv) Algeria, very price sensitive lower value cheese (as the imported cheese in Algeria is mainly used as ingredient for the production of processed cheese).

Baines concluded, that in total he is more optimistic about EU cheese exports than the projections in the EC outlook, and he expects a volume growth of more than 150,000 tonnes in the coming five years (whereas the EC’s preliminary outlook shows an increase of 125,000 tonnes) (cf. Table 4).

Table 4: Growth in EU cheese exports between 2013 and 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>tonnes</th>
<th>comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>80,000</td>
<td>despite trade issues, continued growth at current rhythm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no growth without improved market access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no net movements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no growth without improved market access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no growth without improved market access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>continuation of current growth pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no growth expected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algeria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>no growth expected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROW &gt; 6 €/kg</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>continuation of current growth pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROW 6 - 5 €/kg</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>continuation of current growth pattern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROW 5 - 4 €/kg</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>continued growth but more competition from USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROW &lt; 4 €/kg</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>continued growth but more competition from USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World</td>
<td>153,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Presentation Baines (EUCOLAit)

9.6 Summary of the session discussion

Concerning world markets, the question of the potential of Argentina with respect to dairy exports was discussed. Experts do not expect Argentina to become the “New Zealand of South America” and even despite some dairy export growth, Argentina is not expected to become a major player in world dairy markets. Regarding the prospects of New Zealand’s milk and dairy production it was stated that high land prices and environmental regulation constrain a further increase of milk production in New Zealand.
A major part of the discussion was dedicated to ‘soft landing’. Some of the workshop participants consider that the already increasing trends in dairy herd sizes and yields are contradicting the initial goals of soft landing. However, other participants pointed out that milk quotas are gradually becoming less relevant in limiting milk production, as the actual production falls short of quota in the majority of Member States. Furthermore, the price of milk quota is now low or equal to zero in several Member States. Thus, what is observed in the EU milk market is a gradual increase in production and a higher reaction to market prices, which was the purpose of soft landing.

Discussing the likelihood (and possible consequences) of excessive milk production in the EU, most experts stated that despite the potential (e.g. in Ireland), it is not expected that EU milk production will increase to an extent that could have really major effects on the sector. Milk production will be regulated by prices and as commodity prices are expected to be rather volatile, the production response to quota abolition will be limited. Furthermore, most of the additionally produced milk can be exported following strong world demand. In this context it was stressed that the expected production increase in emerging countries could take some time and for that reason there could be actually good prospects for the exports of EU dairy (powder) commodities.

---

21 To facilitate a soft-landing for the end of the milk-quota system, the 2008 CAP Health Check set a gradual increase in quotas (5 times +1% every year) until 2013/14.
10. Future challenges for EU agriculture and policy

As an introduction to the final session on policy challenges, Pierluigi Londero (DG AGRI) presented a wrap-up on income developments in the Commission’s preliminary outlook for agricultural commodity markets. To clarify the storyline behind the income projections, Londero first presented a commodity-specific picture of income, comparing the results of 2023 to the respective average of 2010-2012. The back-of-the-envelope calculation indicates that for cereals the projected increase in quantity (+11%) does not compensate for the price decrease (-14%) and hence results in a decrease of revenue. For beef the projected decrease in quantity is levelled out by increasing prices. On the other hand, for oilseeds, milk, pork and poultry an increase in both quantity and prices are projected, which results in higher revenues for these commodities. Londero emphasised that in the income projections of the agricultural sector, revenue is only one component as subsidies also need to be added while costs and taxes need to be subtracted. Furthermore, the interpretation of the agricultural income outlook requires the consideration of structural change and the economic and policy settings underlying the market projections also need to be taken into account. Under the assumptions used for the preliminary outlook, the projection results indicate a decrease in total agricultural income in both nominal and real terms by 2023 compared to the average of 2003-2007. However, when looking at agricultural income in real terms per annual labour unit, a positive trend is projected as the decrease in total agricultural income is compensated by the decline in the number of farmers and agricultural workers. The income projections show a steady growth in agricultural income per labour unit in the EU-N13, however, the gap with agricultural income per labour unit in the EU-15 will not be closed.

In the final panel discussion on future challenges for EU agriculture and policy, Tassos Haniotis (DG AGRI) differentiated between global, EU specific and policy drivers. Haniotis emphasized that the developments in EU agriculture are part of the broader global issue and hence global drivers will cause most of the future challenges for EU agriculture. Much depends on how the world economy will develop and for example a housing or debt crisis in China could have major negative impacts on the global economy and agricultural market developments at both world and EU level. Especially the situation in the three big agricultural players at world level (Brazil, China and US) will influence developments of agricultural world markets. For example if China would import animal products instead of feed for their domestic livestock, the whole trade pattern would be significantly affected. Furthermore, as highlighted during the workshop, some global players benefit from
comparative advantages in agricultural production due to energy prices, which are not likely to disappear in the next few years. Major EU specific drivers for agricultural developments will be the EU’s annual economic growth and how fast the economic recovery and the decrease of unemployment will take place. In addition, the economic turmoil has also an impact on structural change in the agricultural sector, as it potentially keeps more farmers in the sector. Developments in the EU biofuels sector and policy decisions concerning the EU biofuel framework may have a major impact on agricultural developments in the EU. Moreover, persistent high feed and fertiliser costs are a critical aspect in a context of decreasing level of co-movement in input and output prices. Regarding specific policy drivers, Haniotis stressed that it remains to be seen how the new CAP will be implemented at EU Member States level and how this will impact the re-structuring of EU agriculture. A specific policy challenge for the EU should be to reverse the decline in agricultural productivity gains.

Jo Swinnen (KU Leuven & CEPS) reflected on challenges related to price volatility, food standards and regulation, farmers’ benefit of adding value to agricultural commodities, niche markets, and EU agricultural employment. Regarding the price volatility for food in general, as well as specifically for dairy and cereals, Swinnen pointed out that between 2005 and 2012 the coefficients of variation in the EU indices are well below the respective coefficients in the FAO indices, both for general food price and dairy price indices, indicating a lower price volatility at EU than at world market level. On the other hand, the price variability seems to be higher for cereals at EU level. Food standards and regulations constitute challenges for farmers, the processing industry and international trade, and Swinnen highlighted that they are becoming more and more important at both the EU and world level, as can be observed by the exponential increase in SPS notifications to the WTO. A particular challenge for farmers is related to the question of how to add value to the commodities they produce. In this context Swinnen also alluded to the increasing importance of organic food, fair trade or other niche markets. Finally, a specific challenge for EU agriculture is related to the economic crisis and its impact on agricultural employment, as a slowdown in the structural adjustment can be observed, particularly in countries hit most by the crisis like Greece and Spain.

Merritt Cluff (independent consultant) identified several drivers likely to affect agriculture in Europe in the next decade such as the global and EU economic situation, the high level and volatility of food prices, little growth in EU agriculture as well as Europe’s strong position in food processing. With respect to the economic situation, Cluff emphasized that sustained
economic growth in emerging countries has been and will be a key driver for both global and EU agriculture. However, he considers the IMF projections for worldwide economic growth as being at the ‘high end’, i.e. future economic growth rates are likely to be lower. Concerning price volatility, since 2006 the monthly FAO food price index shows higher levels of and more volatile food prices than in the past. The crucial question in this context is whether prices will remain high or not and what will be the impact of both alternatives. Concerning growth in EU agriculture, Cluff highlighted the slow production and productivity growth as well as the stability of demand in the EU. Although the EU is expected to increase its total agricultural exports over the next decade, imports will also increase and hence the EU will remain a net importer of agricultural commodities. Cluff finally pointed out a further important, but often neglected, driver for agriculture: the concentration of global food processing and retailing, which has a strong influence in particular through branding, on the modes of consumption and the selection of products available to consumer.

Seth Meyer (USDA) presented an ‘American perspective’ on future challenges for agriculture. He first stressed that the steady increase in agricultural prices in the US over the last years is reflected through a sharp increase in agricultural land prices (e.g. land prices in Iowa and Nebraska almost tripled over the last 15 years). This increase in land prices might indicate that farmers are actually positive about future developments in the agricultural sector. Regarding biofuel prospects, Meyer underlined the blend wall constraints on domestic consumption of ethanol in the US, and for the prospects of EU biofuels he emphasized that almost all risks are on the downside. If ILUC will be included in a new regulatory EU biofuels framework, this would constrain the biodiesel markets for compliance and the ethanol markets are actually too small to absorb decreasing biodiesel volumes. The anti-dumping duties on Argentinean and Indonesian biodiesel and US ethanol will make compliance more ‘costly’ and the costs aspect will likely enter the debate as volumes rise and constraints bind. Meyer highlighted that the US ethanol demand is projected to decrease in the short run and to stay at a lower level over the next 10 years compared to 2009/10 (in terms of area-equivalent). The production of maize for ethanol will lose in relative importance in the US, especially because of the continuous strong rise in soybean imports by China. Meyer further highlighted the positive relation between meat consumption and increasing GDP per capita, as well as the challenges that are associated with the increasing world population and urbanisation and he stressed that the increasing demand will certainly also lead to amplified pressure on water resources due to irrigation.
David Blandford (Pennsylvania State University) expressed his fears that the economic situation in the EU is much more complex than what is generally believed, and that signs of economic recovery are actually fragile. Therefore he considers it difficult to get a sound view on future developments in the EU’s agricultural sector. Blandford further outlined that from his point of view achieving ‘coherence’ is actually the most challenging issue with respect to agricultural policy objectives, formulation and implementation in the EU. Blandford considers that the EU needs to develop a clearer view on the future role of its agriculture, and especially decide if the role for agriculture should mainly be to provide environmental public goods (ecosystem service) or to produce food and hence increase productivity. Blandford also emphasized that a more critical discussion is needed on the apparent contradiction between these two extremes, as for example organic farming might not always be more environmental friendly than conventional farming and, reciprocally, environmental issues can also be addressed by technological change. In this context, he also questioned whether allowing more flexibility to MS in the implementation of the common policy is actually a good thing, especially taking into account rent seeking tendencies and the fact that global issues are most likely better addressed at supranational level. In addition, in the current macroeconomic context some Member States might lack the financial means to provide co-financing to measures reflecting the common policy.

In the open discussion, workshop participants commented on the issues of CAP internal coherence and co-financing issues. Some participants highlighted that reverse flexibility (i.e. the transfer of Pillar 2 funding to Pillar 1) offers the possibility to reduce co-financing requirements and could even be seen as contribution first step for ‘greening’ the payments under Pillar 1. Other workshop participants highlighted that the EU has been coherent with respect to CAP reforms over the last two decades and that the CAP post-2013 reform reflects a consolidation of policy actually in line with previous reforms.

Regarding the debate on a principal role of EU agriculture (providing environmental public goods or producing food), it was emphasized that the objectives of the CAP indeed comprise both, but that achieving one target does not exclude the achievement of the other (e.g. it is possible to produce sufficient food in an environmental friendly way).

Participants also discussed the policy challenge of addressing structural change and improving efficiency in the agricultural sector, while at the same time accommodating needs of a fractured but socially important farm sector in many rural areas. Increasing agricultural productivity was repeatedly pointed out by workshop participants as one of the most important challenge for EU agriculture, in particular in the context of climate change.
Several workshop participants stressed again that the macroeconomic assumptions used for the preliminary outlook might actually be too optimistic, especially when considering the risk of a longer than expected (global) economic recovery or even more so if a new recession would take place. In this respect it was mentioned that the uncertainty analyses accompanying the outlook actually provide some useful indications on the impact of different underlying assumptions on the outlook results.
Workshop Presentations
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Background document for the uncertainty analysis and description of scenarios

Uncertainty analysis, scenarios:

1. Models used
2. Yield and macro economic variables partial stochastic analysis
3. Feed cost increase (CAPRI)
4. Higher than expected TFP growth in Africa with a CGE approach

1. Models used

AGLINK-COSIMO
A stochastic-dynamic partial equilibrium, net trade, supply and demand model of world agriculture markets.
CAPRI:
A crop, livestock, static, partial, general equilibrium model designed to model agricultural commodity markets, supplying world hydrological and other information needed for agricultural and water policy instruments.
DESM: a comprehensive national, partial equilibrium, net trade, world trade, model of production and distribution of agricultural products. It is mainly a biophysical model with some empirical relationships for trade and isolation conditions. ACGReen world trade are estimated individually.
MAGNET:
A couple of macroeconomic global general equilibrium models that extend from GTAP model by a national approach, specifically oriented for agricultural and environmental policy.

2. Partial Stochastics AGLINK-COSIMO

Annual macroeconomic forecast errors are computed as the difference between the actual and estimated yields.

- Yield uncertainty in the difference between observed and estimated yields.
- Weather patterns and macroeconomic forcing inputs are independent.
- Historical weather series are utilized to accumulate over time because uncertainty of weather forecasts is greater than that of short-term forecasts.
- Normal distribution of forecast errors and model residuals is assumed.
- One-year correlations are assumed to be zero.

- Covariance matrix of macroeconomic and agricultural crop errors (agricultural crop models) is approximated after the agricultural model is solved.

- Logistic Normal sampling method is used to generate the distribution of plausible collection of combined macroeconomic forcing inputs and crop yield uncertainty.

- Stochastic model is simulated 700 times, of which more than 60% solve.

Macroeconomic variables for the stochastic analysis and standard deviations of the forecast errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>GDP</th>
<th>CPI</th>
<th>Core CPI</th>
<th>Core GDP</th>
<th>Core WPI</th>
<th>Eurozone GDP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurozone GDP</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

80% confidence interval for uncertain exogenous variables

- Crude oil price
- EU GDP index

Data source: Eurostat
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80% confidence interval for uncertain exogenous variables
USD-Euro exchange rate  USD-Real exchange rate

Subset: weaker oil price
Percentile distribution of oil price in draws

Subset: lower income in Brazil and weaker Real
Percentile distribution of Brazil GDP and exchange rate in draws

Subset stronger/weaker US maize yield and stronger oil price
Percentile distribution of US maize yield and oil price

3. Feed cost increase
- Objective: Analysing the impact of the uncertainty of an upward development of EU feed prices and impact in the EU at different geographical levels
- What? Increase of EU feed prices by 20%
- How? Increasing the processing margins of feed in the EU (from cereals, rich in proteins, rich in energy, from milk products)

4. Assessing a potential "green revolution" in Africa
- Higher than expected African TFP growth
- MAGA assumed a cumulative additional TFP growth rate of 14 percentage points over the period 2014-2015 on the top of a 20% growth of TFP in the baseline.
- Harmonised MAGA with OECD-FAO’s GDP and population expected growth rates.

4. African Macro Indicators by region, 2011
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Prospects for EU agricultural markets – Introduction

Pierluigi Londero (DG AGRI) & Robert Mbarek (JRC-IPTS)

The Baseline process
and its many helping hands


Baseline / Projection – what is it about?

Why?
- Better understand markets and their dynamics
- Identify key issues for market and policy development
- Benchmark for assessing medium-term impact of market and policy issues

What?
- 10-year markets and income projections
- Focus on EU
- Cereals, oilseed, sugar, rice, beef,veal, meat and dairy
- Not a forecast, but a description of what may happen under a specific set of assumptions

When?
- Annual publication at the end of the year

Overview of the EU baseline process

- First draft of baseline
- Baseline week (discussion with DG AGRI market experts)
- Preliminary baseline & uncertainty assessment
- Outlook workshop
- Calibration of other models
- Baseline report

Long-term scenarios – not a market outlook

Towards 2050
- Comparison of 11 global models
- Figure Reference Scenario – average global producer price index (2005 = 1, scale from 0.6 to 1.4)

Starting point
OECD/FAO Agricultural Outlook 2013–2022
- Agricultural commodity markets for the rest of the world

Most recent market and policy information
- EU Short Term Outlook (Autumn 2013)

Macro-economic forecast
- DG ECFIN for the close future
- Consistent source for main countries and up to 2023

Additional ad-hoc input

Modelling tools
Agro-Economic Modelling Platform (iMAP)
- hosted by JRC-IPTS in cooperation with DG AGRI
- widely used, robust and scientifically acknowledged tools
- partial-equilibrium (PE) and general equilibrium (CGE) models

Modelling tools used for EU baseline and uncertainty analysis
- AGLINK-COSIMO (EC version of OECD-FAO model)
- CAPRI (highly disaggregated in regions and products)
- ESON (EU Member States)
- MAGNET (multi-regional, multi-sector CGE model)
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Policy assumptions
Too early to include the CAP as agreed in June 2013
- NS implementation only in summer 2014
- New policies require adaptation of models
It includes:
- Phasing out/abolition of milk quotas in 2015
- End of sugar quotas in 2017

World trade remains in conformity with the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture

No new FTAs enter into force before 2023 (e.g. Colombia, Peru and Central America included; Canada and Ukraine not yet included)

Baseline includes historic and future values including Croatia

Macroeconomic assumptions
Single (coherent) source vs. more plausible (on which basis) assumptions

World GDP growth increases to 3.3% by 2014, up to 3.9% thereafter

EU
- EU GDP growth around +1.0% per year from 2016
- USD/EUR exchange rate strengthens to 1.41 by 2023
- Euro inflation around 2.0% per year
- Crude oil price increases to 116 USD/barrel by 2023

Flashback - Outlook 2012 Macroeconomics

Macroeconomic assumptions towards 2022
- World economy expected to slow down to 2.4% in 2013
- Growth: double dip in 2012 (and 2013 for EU15)
- Inflation: above 2% also during crisis
- Euro exchange rate capped at 1.35 ($ per EUR)
- Steady increase in crude oil price to around 110 USD/barrel

Expert views
- Underlying assumptions are still very uncertain and some of the participants stated that they are generally more pessimistic. (Financial crisis in the Euro area and the public debt levels in the US)
- US: a fiscal cliff will likely be avoided
- Worst case scenario (see next slide)

2012 - Worst Case Scenario by IHS: 4 Risk Triggers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Triggers</th>
<th>Narrative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eurozone Meltdown</td>
<td>Greece risks, European; rising financial market contagion;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sovereign bond yields spike as banks begin drying up;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spain, Italy, Portugal, Ireland, and Cyprus all endangered;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East Conflicts &amp; Oil Price Shock</td>
<td>Syria unrest and conflict spreads into Lebanon and Iraq;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nuclear talks break down; Iran wages toward confrontation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supply disruptions and oil prices past USD70 per barrel;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Fiscal Cliff</td>
<td>Deficit at level of 2012 and above; resulting in a fiscal contraction equal to 1%-3% of GDP;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tax cuts; no measures implemented; leads to spending cuts;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Hard Landing</td>
<td>Loan defaults to developers and local governments trigger a banking and credit squeeze;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investment and consumption are scaled back in 2013-14.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Macroeconomic assumptions
Slower economic (GDP) recovery expected than a year ago

Exchange rate: EUR/USD

Oil price: Brent, USD/barrel

Outlook 2013

Outlook 2012
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Flashback - Outlook 2012 Arable crops

Outlook 2012
- Relatively positive outlook for arable crops in the EU as a result of solid world demand and firm prices (after a decline in 2013/14).
- In the EU, market developments for arable crops are driven by the biofuel market, which is the most dynamic demand factor, as EU feed and food demand are expected to show only a marginal increase.

Expert views
- Reasonably optimistic outlook for developments in the grain markets was confirmed.
- Climate change important, cause of uncertainty in agriculture over the next ten years? 20% thinking it is overstated and 7% considering it unimportant.

Areal crops 2013
- A good grain harvest in the EU (and worldwide) relieves market tightness in the marketing year 2013/14.

Uncertainty analysis
- Weak oil price

Biofuels 2013
- EC proposed a 5% cap on food-based fuel crops in (Oct 2012)
- EP voting set a ceiling at 6% in EU in 2020 (Sep 2013)
- EP environment committee stalled proposal (Oct 2013)
- Decision in 2015?

Policy changes
- Oil price, higher/lower US maize yield

Uncertainty analysis
- Strong oil price, weaker Brazil, higher feed costs

Meat 2013
- EU ongoing economic downturn tend to push EU demand towards cheaper meat options.
- The new animal welfare requirements in the pig sector are also expected to play an important role in the near future.
- As a consequence, total EU meat production, after having increased during both 2010 and 2011, will contract by 2% over the next two years.

Expert views
- Global economic crises still unsolved, could affect meat production negatively.
- Brazil up to 2.5 cattle per hectare?

Meat 2013
- Yearly change in slaughterhouses (%)
- Mead market price: corrected overall index in 2010 (€/kg)

Uncertainty analysis
- Weaker Real, low growth Brazil
- Higher feed costs

Dairy 2013
- Medium to short term prospects for milk and dairy products favourable due to continuing expansion of world demand.
- Global population and economic growth, and increasing preference for dairy products are expected to be the main drivers, fuelling EU exports and sustaining commodity prices.

Expert views
- Consumption and prices fairly high and likely to continue to grow further.
- Dairy prospects are indeed the most optimistic among those of the agricultural commodities in the medium term.
- Expiry of the production quota, efficiency gains should follow in the EU. Hence, productivity growth could probably be higher than indicated in the preliminary baseline.

Milk price in the EU 20
Quotations of butter
Analysis of macroeconomic and yield uncertainties
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Uncertainties

Baseline assumptions
- Macroeconomic environment, normal weather conditions, no safety/animal disease disruptions - only one possibility

Alternative scenarios
- Partial stochastic analysis of about 50 macroeconomic and 70 yield variables
- Macroeconomic uncertainty (GDP index, GDP deflator, CPI, exchange rate, oil price)
- Yield uncertainty

Details, see A. Burrell, Z. Ni-Naatz (2012)

Partial stochastic analysis

- Annual macroeconomic forecast errors: year-on-year difference between forecast and actual from 2004 to 2012
- Yield uncertainty: difference between modelled and actual yield for the period 1999 to 2012
- Macroeconomic forecast errors accumulate over time
- Correlation of macroeconomic variable errors and regional crop yield errors (eight regional blocks)
- Assumption of normal distribution

Crude oil price

Percentile distribution of oil price in draws

Summary uncertainty analysis

Weaker oil price
Stronger oil price, lower/higher maize yield
Macroeconomic and yield uncertainties

Weaker Real, lower growth Brazil
Feed cost increase (CARP)

All partial stochastic simulations with AGLINK-COSIMO

Agenda Day I

10:00 - 12:00
- Introduction and overview
- Government and market analyses
- Presentation of country analysis
- Outlook, preliminary and summary
- Discussion

12:00 - 13:30
- Lunch break

13:30 - 15:00
- Presentation of oil price scenarios
- Discussion

15:00 - 16:00
- Retrospective look

16:00 - 17:00
- Outlook for 2013
- Discussion

Agenda Day II

10:00 - 14:00
- Commodity market outlook
- Discussion

14:00 - 15:30
- Presentation of oil price scenarios
- Discussion

15:30 - 17:00
- Outlook for 2013
- Discussion

17:00 - 18:00
- Summary and closing remarks
- Question and answer session
The link between energy and agriculture: Structural change, implications, and the road ahead

John Baffes (The World Bank)

Outline

- Energy’s role in agriculture, Recent developments in energy markets
- Implications for modeling and expected outcomes

Technological improvements, the new energy map, and the “4 price gaps”

- 
  - Crude oil: natural gas used to be traded in par with crude oil. New technologies (horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing) boosted US natural gas production, pushing prices down to levels of 1970s’ ago. This created a big gap between US natural gas and other fuels, which expanded over time.
  - Crude oil: natural gas (and crude oil) used to be traded at more than twice the level of prematurely traded crude. The price gap has since disappeared.
  - Crude oil: US natural gas prices (based on spot market) diverged from European and Japanese LNG prices (still linked to crude oil). Concern was if US dependency on whether a European natural gas market is created and if so how this gap is expected to persist.
  - Crude oil: US crude oil production in the US increased more than 1 million b/d during the past 2 years, causing the US oil price (West Texas Intermediate, WTI) to be traded at a considerably much lower level (the world crude). The gap is expected to close and 2013 imports to be reduced by 12 b/d.

US natural gas, which used to be traded in par with oil, is traded now with an 80% “discount”...
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... and is traded in par with coal prices (Gap #2)

US natural gas prices also diverged from European and Japanese LNG prices, which are still linked to oil (Gap #5)

The divergences between Brent (world) and WTI (mid-continent US) prices is likely to close within 2014 (Gap #4)

In view of the new supply, natural gas prices are expected to moderate in the longer term...

... implying that despite the increase in recoverable reserves of both oil and natural gas, the price gap is expected to persist

Views on long term oil prices: Hedging behavior versus fundamentals

Non-OECD countries consume more oil than OECD ones... most of which comes from high-cost (non-OECD) producers
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Global outlook macro drivers: Scenario setting panel discussion
Elisabeth Waelbroeck-Rocha (IHS Global Insight)

The global recovery is underway, but numerous risks remain

- Among the key sources of short term risk are:
  - Slowing growth in many emerging economies
  - Debt rating downgrades in the USA
  - Instability in the Middle East
  - Mounting political unrest in several emerging economies
  - Austerity fatigue in Europe, creating political challenges
  - Financial market nervousness

- Longer term risks are linked to:
  - The changing balance of economic power across regions
  - Man of a species in geopolitical teraroma
  - Demographic challenges
  - Resource constraints
  - Climate change & extreme events

Modeling and expected outcomes

- **Modeling**, Because natural gas affects fertilizer prices, the oil and fertilizer assumptions must be separated, with oil expected to be high and fertilizer/natural gas to be low. On biofuels, we must separate policy-induced from profitable biofuels (including the possibility of a technology shock) and, perhaps, treat them as up-side and tail risk scenarios.

- **Expected outcomes**, US agriculture will develop a comparative advantage (lower natural gas prices, a new emerging fertilizer industry), and slightly lower oil prices, therefore, its profitability will be higher than other regions. It is unlikely that world prices will decline.

Thank you!
The analysis presented here is based on the World Bank’s quarterly commodity market reports. The latest issue was posted on October 17, 2013. The next issue will be posted during the third week of January 2014.

www.worldbank.org/prospects/commodities

Purchasing managers’ indexes for manufacturing signal better performance in the major economies

A gradual acceleration in the global economy is expected

- The developed countries will lead the acceleration.
- US growth will strengthen as housing markets and consumer finances improve, but the policy environment remains difficult.
- The Eurozone’s long recession has ended, but recovery will be slow.
- China’s growth has stabilized, but major challenges lie ahead.
- The end of extreme monetary accommodation will hurt emerging markets that depend on external finance.
- The commodities supercycle is over; inflation will be mild.
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Global real GDP growth will strengthen in 2014-15

Real GDP growth in key emerging markets

Despite moderate energy demand growth, supply risks limit the decline in oil prices

- Growth in oil demand will pick up in 2014 as the global economy strengthens.
- Rising production and fuel mix changes in North America will exert downward pressures on oil prices in 2014-15...
- But oil production trends in Libya and Iraq will limit the potential decline in oil prices in 2014-15
- Security challenges in the Middle East and Africa pose upside price risks.

Commodity prices remain highly volatile, around a flat trend

Asia-Pacific leads regions in real GDP growth

Why has growth slowed in emerging markets?

Cyclical forces
- Global monetary cycle
- Withdrawal of policy stimulus
- Weak export markets
- Excess capacity after investment booms

Structural forces
- Slower labor force growth
- End of rapid globalization
- End of the commodity supercycle
- Lack of market reforms and overreliance on government

Crude oil prices should remain subdued in 2014-15, and rise moderately afterwards

The dollar’s real exchange value will resume a downward trend
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The €/$ rate will slowly appreciate

Looking further ahead, world population growth trends will be a game-changer

Urbanisation causes specific problems that have to be dealt with

In China, the number of households with an income above $10K will continue to grow

But the speed of change will slow

Thank you!

For additional information please contact: Elisabeth.WaelbroeckRocha@ifs.com
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The CAP towards 2020: Political agreement
Tassos Haniotis (DG AGRI)

Where are we with the CAP reform process?
- 12 April – 13 June 2010: Public debate with farmers and organisations
- 18 November 2010: Commission Communication – The CAP towards 2020
- 13 October 2011: Commission legal proposal on the CAP
- 2014: Approval of Delegated and Implementing Acts

Redistribution of Direct Payments

Chaining one measure of the public support to farmers, at the average and at the regional level, from 1981 to 2010

Challenges and objectives of the future CAP

Challenges
- Economic
- Environmental
- Territorial

Policy objectives
- Viable food production
- Sustainable management of natural resources and climate action
- Balanced territorial development

Reform objectives
- Enhanced competitiveness
- Improved sustainability
- Greater effectiveness

What CAP Instruments to meet the reform objectives?

- Improved competitiveness
  - Reformed economic and social aid
  - Common agricultural policy
  - Support for rural development
  - New sector policies
- Improved sustainability
  - Framework for climate change
  - Water management
  - New market policies
  - Support for rural development
- Greater effectiveness
  - Better implementation of measures
  - Better enforcement of rules
  - Better coordination of aids

The new greening architecture of the CAP

Rural Development
- Cross compliance
- Agricultural area (eligible for direct payments)

Intervention logic for the CAP

- Viable food production
- Sustainable management of natural resources and climate action
- Balanced territorial development

European Union
- Agricultural Research
- Implementation
- Rural Development
- Greening
- Cross compliance
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New design of direct payments (1)

In 2015, EU farmers would have access to:

- Voluntary schemes (MS chose):
  - Crop diversification
  - Green payment
  - Young farmers scheme
  - All payments subject to cross compliance
  - All farmers will have access to the farm advisory system

A simplified scheme for small farmers (voluntary for MS)
 Payment for agricultural practices beneficial to climate change and the environment

The green direct payment

30% of the direct payment envelope for applying these basic practices:

- Maintaining permanent grassland
- Soil improvement in grassland areas
- Crop diversification

- Maintaining an "ecological focus area" of at least 5% of the arable area of the holding
- Natural or semi-natural areas with extensive 25 hectares established
- Afforestation up to 7% after a Commission report of 2012 in legislation proposal

- The new framework of the EU’s rural development policy

Coordination and complementarity with ESI Funds

Compliance with Regulation 1698/2005

For further information

Political agreement on the CAP2020

Legal proposals

Impact assessment

Commission Communication ‘The CAP towards 2020’
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US Farm Bill update

Seth Meyer (USDA)

October 23, 2013

US FARM BILL UPDATE

Seth Meyer (smeyer@oce.usda.gov)

Farm Support Programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Tool</th>
<th>2012 Outlays, million</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Direct Payments</td>
<td>$3.921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counter-Cyclical Payments</td>
<td>$11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACRE</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing Loan</td>
<td>$6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop Insurance</td>
<td>$6,387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disaster Assistance</td>
<td>$902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>$30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>$403</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CBO baseline: May 2013

Context for farm bill debate

- Rise (volatile?) in world prices since 2005 (Holding?)
  => price-based programs have largely been inconsequential
  => declining support (PSE/AMS)
- Biofuel boom ebbing?
  => long run determined by energy prices
  => demand constrained by "blend wall"
  => EPA signals eating of targets
- Budget pressures => "fiscal cliff"
- Erosion of public support for decoupled payments
- Growth in the federal crop insurance program
- Compliance with WTO panel (Brazil cotton)

Similarities of House and Senate Passed Farm Bills

- Commodity programs
  Both eliminate direct payments, counter-cyclical payments and ACRE program
  Marketing loans maintained
  Crop insurance maintained and supplemented with "deductible" coverage (SCoD)
  Stacked Income Protection Plan (STAX) for cotton
  Dairy margin insurance replaces dairy product price support and MILC
  Sugar program remains the same
  Similar conservation programs

Key programs for commodities

- Price support programs
  - Sugar
  - Dairy
  - Risk management programs
  - Crop Insurance
  - Supplemental Agricultural Disaster Assistance

- Income support programs
  - Marketing loans
  - Direct payments
  - Counter-cyclical payments
  - Average Crop Revenue Election (ACRE)
  - Milk Income Loss Contracts (MILC)

10 Year Baseline for Farm Bill Titles

Current policy expenditures serves as a base for determining cost of new proposals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10 year baseline $973 billion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crop Insurance, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodities, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation, 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade, 3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horticulture, 1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy, 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research, 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misc (NAP), 1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nutrition, 764

Source: CRS using CBO estimate, Oct 10

Farm Bill Legislative Process

- Budget appropriations and reconciliation
- USDA Implementation

Key differences

- Commodity programs:
  - Senate would offer choice between new "shallow loss" revenue programs to augment crop insurance coverage and augmented counter-cyclical payments based on base acres
  - House would offer choice between "shallow loss" programs or new price-based loss program similar to CCP program but based on actual plantings and revised target prices
  - Nutrition programs—House bill makes much larger cuts by
    - Ending "broad-based categorical eligibility" to SNAP applicants that receive benefits under certain other programs (TANF, SSI, state assistance programs)
Dairy Program Specifically

- Programs Eliminated
  - Price support
  - Milk Income Loss Contract
  - Export Subsidies

- Program Created
  - Margin Insurance (triggered when price of milk – average feed cost < $4.00 cwt). Optional program.
  - Program participants reduce production when prices fall

Budget Implications (10 year score)

![Graph showing budget implications over 10 years.]

Source: CRS using CBO estimates

Conclusions

- Budget pressures and public perception will likely result in major shift in policy away from decoupled payments to production based payments
- At current price projections, likely no large shifts in area.
- House and Senate proposals would shift green box spending (direct payments, conservation programs) into amber box (revenue loss, price loss, SCO). Dairy AMS likely to fall as price support program replaced with margin-based program.
- WTO: Lower AMS but higher ‘exposure’ to extreme outcomes
- Much uncertainty in budget estimates because of program complexity. Savings could be far less than anticipated if farmers choose price loss insurance over

Dairy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current</th>
<th>House</th>
<th>Senate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dairy price support</td>
<td>funded price of cheese, butter, SMP product specific</td>
<td>Raised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy counter-cyclical price program</td>
<td></td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy Market stabilization program (DMSR)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy export subsidies</td>
<td></td>
<td>Raised</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy import programs</td>
<td></td>
<td>Raised</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Payment Limitations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Law</th>
<th>Senate Bill</th>
<th>House Ag Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payment Cap</td>
<td>$105,000/person</td>
<td>$50,000/hr for AMR, $75,000 for LDP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Eligibility Limit (AGI)</td>
<td>$500,000 off farm, $750,000 on farm</td>
<td>$750,000 combine limit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WTO Implications?

- House and Senate bills would reducing green box spending (eg, direct payments, conservation programs, nutrition); increase amber spending (shallow loss, crop insurance, increased price support)
- Likely net effect: LOWER AMS (bic of dairy) but higher exposure
- Negligible probability of exceeding $19.1b
- Higher product-specific AMS for most commodities (except dairy)

Mixed payments:
- Milk Payments: (cont'd)
  - Non-product specific (cont'd)
  - Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific
  - Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific

- Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific
- Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific
- Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific
- Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific
- Non-product specific (CONT): Product specific
An analysis of a potential "Green Revolution" in Africa: impact on EU-28 and African agri-food sectors

Hasan Dudu & Cristina Vinyes (JRC-IPTS)
Prospects for EU agricultural markets - Cereals, oilseeds, sugar
Stephan Hubertus Gay (DG AGRI), Sergio René Araujo Enciso (JRC-IPTS), Marco Artavia (JRC-IPTS)
Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook

Less arable land (million hectares)

The last decade: yield and area change

Smaller yield growth expected for the next ten years

EU balance for cereals (million tonnes)

Common wheat balance (million tonnes): more exports

Stable stock-to-use ratios

EU cereal price (EUR/tonne) and uncertainties

Vegetable oils: turnaround in food use?
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Summary

EU production is faster growing than consumption, although production growth is low compared to previous decade. Wheat exports increase slightly over the next ten years. maize imports slightly increase due to specific demands (ethanol, isoglucose). Vegetable oil demand depends largely on the biofuel developments. Protein meal gap slightly closing due to available other protein sources (DDGS) and slow demand growth. isoglucose will increase considerably following the end of quote but its share in use will remain low compared to Northern America. Sugar production and consumption to increase but average prices will be sharply down.

Background

Use the baseline as the reference scenario for ex ante simulations. Partial stochastic analysis:
- Identify baseline variables affected by the uncertainty relating to one or more exogenous factors
- Analyze the impact on the baseline for different values of one or more exogenous factors
- Takes into account only the uncertainty in specific external factors
- Future variability is calculated based on the variability in the past.

Introduction: Yield Uncertainty

8 geographical regions:
- North America, South America, Europe, Black Sea, China, Australia, India, South East Asia
Relationship within the countries in a region.
No relationship among the countries in different regions.

Variables:
- GDP Index
- GDP Deflator
- Exchange Rate
- Oil Price
Countries:
- Develop Countries
- BRIC
Adding Uncertainty

FAO Food Prices Index declining

Prices development (historical and projection) for Coarse Grains
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**Uncertainty Scenarios: Weak Oil Price 2023**

- Baseline = 116 USD per Barrel
- 40th Percentile = 102 USD per Barrel
- 20th Percentile = 72 USD per Barrel

**World Price Effects**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Change in the Indices</th>
<th>Change in the Prices</th>
<th>Change in the Prices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Food Price Watch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in the Indices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cado Oil</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fertilizers</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change in the Prices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>-2</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybean Oil</td>
<td>-11</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Changes for Grains with respect to the baseline in the EU**

- Consumption
- Production
- Imports
- Exports
- Coarse Grains
- Maize
- Barley
- Wheat

**Summary**

- Weak Oil Prices:
  - Reduce agricultural commodity prices
  - Reduce input costs (fertilizer and energy)
  - Production and consumption in the EU have a moderate reaction to weak oil prices
  - Imports and exports in the EU have a higher reaction to weak oil prices than production and consumption
  - Imports and exports are also driven by exchange rate
Global markets for grains and oilseeds – some observations and factors to watch
Darren Cooper (International Grains Council)
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China’s rice purchases sharply higher, boosted by wide domestic-export price spread

Points to note on China’s cereal imports

Medium term projections for China’s imports: grains to rise, rice to decline *

Medium term projections – some comments

The medium term: Global grain exporters’ stocks to climb, led by maize

The medium term: EU acreage projections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain</th>
<th>2013/14</th>
<th>2014/15</th>
<th>% Change</th>
<th>2013/14</th>
<th>2014/15</th>
<th>% Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARV</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>+4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>+1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry maize</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>51.3</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Medium term projections: EU/28 - EU27: EU15 projections (901 – VenturaGlobal Co Ltd)
Production and consumption trends for oilseeds: Can production outpace consumption growth in the EU?

Thomas Mielke (Oil World)

Can Production Outpace Consumption Growth in the EU

Presentation on 23 Oct 2015

Thomas Mielke, Executive Director of ISTA Mielke, Oil World, Global Market Research on Oilseeds, Oils and Meals,
E-mail <Thomas.Mielke@oilworld.de>

My comments to the presented outlook ....

EU-27: Production of 3 Oilseeds (Mm T)

Prices and price trends in the EU depend on what happens on the world market

Global Production of 10 Oilseeds

In past 20 years world oilseed production more than doubled (owing oil and meal demand). On rising acreage and yields. About half of the acreage increase came from canola. But this shift will slowdown. Agricultural land has become a limiting factor worldwide, but big potential in Russia – Brazil. Land values more than doubled in the past 5-6 years.

10 Oilseeds: World Area and Production

Company Profile and Services

- ISTA Mielke GmbH – publisher of OIL WORLD – was founded in 1958
- ISTA = International Statistical Agricultural Information
- Independent, not involved in trading
- Leading private authority for global research and market analyses for oilseeds, oils & fats and olefins
- unbiased information on past and current global supply, demand and price developments as well as forecasts
- Daily, weekly and monthly publications on www.oilworld.de

Production and consumption trends for oilseeds: Can production outpace consumption growth in the EU?
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**CHINA: Oilseed Output & Crushings**
- Rising Chinese import dependence on declining domestic oilseed crops
- Competition of other crops
- Total agricultural land shrinking

**CHINA: Exports of Oils and Oils & Fats**
- Mainly soybeans, but also rapeseed and many other agricultural commodities
- Following a stagnation of oilseed imports in the past three years, China has increased its imports of soybeans and rapeseed, now on pace to surpass its imports in 2013/14.
- China currently imports about 63% of world soybean imports.

**Russia: Sunflowerseed Production & Area**
- In Russia, production of sunflowerseed oil has been on the rise in the past 10 years.
- On account of: higher output, improved yields

**Russia: 17 Oil & Fats Output & Consumption**
- Russia's domestic production of oil & fats is now increasing, with consumption following.
- Russia has become a net exporter of vegetable oil and biodiesel.

**C.I.S. - Rapeseed Area, Yield & Production**

**RAPESEED & CANOLA: World Production by Country (Mn T)**
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**Palm Oil - Increasing Dominance**

- Vegetable Oil Output per ha

**The Success Story of the past 30 Years**
- Substantial growth in world production of palm oil
- In 1980: 4.6 Mt or 8% of 17 oils & fats
- In 1990: 11.9 Mt or 14%
- In 2000: 21.9 Mt or 19%
- In 2010: 46.1 Mt or 27% (only 6% of area)
- In 2011: 60.8 Mt or 28% (57% of exports)
- In 2012: 53.7 Mt (plus 5.9 Mt of Palm kernel oil)
- In 2020 at least 78 Mt of palm oil required by consumers worldwide

**Rising Dependence on Palm Oil**

- Palm oil exports (blue line) almost quadrupled
- Exports of all 16 other Oils/Fats + 48%
- In Oct/Sept 2013/14:
  - Palm oil exports (blue line) likely to rise to 45 Mt T
  - Combined exports of soya, sun & rapeseed oils (red line) to reach 25 Mt T

**Palm Oil: World Production Outlook**

Major Challenges: Area Expansion, Yields, Sustainability

- Indonesia & Malaysia have exported 43.6 Mt T of oils & fats in 2013/14,
  \[ \ldots \text{then accounting for } 58\% \text{ of total world exports all oils & fats in 2010/13.} \]

**Growing Dominance of Palm Oil & Palmkernel Oil Worldwide**

- World consumption of all oils & fats more than doubled in the last 20 years to 188 Mt T in 2013
- Palm oil and Palm kernel oil annual growth rates were more than double those of other oils & fats
- Today both oils account worldwide for:
  - 33% of consumption
  - 63% of exports

3,400 Ha of UP’s advanced planting materials yielded an average of 7.59 MT CPO/ha

Thank You for Your Kind Attention!

If I can be of assistance to you in the future, you are invited to contact me any time.

More details and background information are given in the Oil World Weekly & Monthly Reports, which can all be obtained from the Internet.

Thomas.Mielke@oilworld.de
Prospects for EU agricultural markets - Biofuels

Stephan Hubertus Gay (DG AGRI) & Fabien Santini (JRC-IPTS)

Biofuel assumptions

- No changes in the current Renewable Energy Directive (RED)
- A biofuel energy share of 8.5% in liquid transport fuels
- Other renewable energy to fill the gap e.g. electric cars
- Continued increase in diesel and decline in petrol use

Current biofuel discussion

- Limit first generation contribution
- Sustainability criteria
- LUC (Indirect Land Use Change)

Proposal of the European Commission (October 2012)
First reading vote in the European Parliament in July 2013
Discussion still ongoing

Biofuels: more imports and waste oils

Ethanol feedstocks: mainly other cereals

Biodiesel feedstocks: increasing share of waste oils
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Summary
EU biofuel consumption has to accelerate again to meet current targets
Current discussion on sustainability criteria and maximum share of first generation biofuels
Faster growth in ethanol than in biodiesel expected
Biofuel share would exceed current standard blends (87 E10)
Waste oils (UCOME, animal fats) to increase importance
Little prospects for other second generation
Biofuel use especially important for vegetable oil use in the EU
Biofuel market is highly policy dependent

Uncertainty Analysis
Partial Stochastic Analysis vs Deterministic Baseline
- General uncertainties
- Subset Stronger Oil Price / (Lower – Higher) US maize yield

Biofuels production subject to less uncertainty

EU trade of biofuels more subject to uncertainty

Percentile distribution of US maize yield and oil price

Ethanol: increased world production and consumption, stronger in the case of high US maize yield

Average: 151 USD/Barrel ~ 9.9 T/ha (~12.2 T/ha)
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Biodiesel: Increased EU production & consumption

EU Biodiesel Balance Sheet

Higher US Maize Yield

Lower US Maize Yield

World & Domestic biofuels prices slightly boosted by lower maize yield

Crop prices

Use of Coarse Grains
Developments in the EU biodiesel market

Christoph Berg (F.O. Licht)
Ethanol in Europe
Caroline Midgley (LMC International)

The draft outlook projects fuel ethanol demand rising to > 14 bn lts whereas LMC projects only 10 bn lts by 2020.

The draft outlook assumes higher diesel demand than LMC. Many analysts (including LMC) think the dieselisation of the market will come to an end.

The draft outlook assumes a lower level of non-fuel demand to LMC.

The draft outlook has a more optimistic view of 1st gen and ethanol than LMC.

The draft outlook assumes higher gasoline demand than LMC but our 2011 and 2012 figures are very different...

The draft outlook implies 12% of ethanol in gasoline by volume. This is ambitious assuming an E-10 blend wet and implies a considerable volume of E-85 and total market penetration of E-10.

The draft outlook is more optimistic about future ethanol production. LMC assumes that beets will not make a major contribution to ethanol production after 2017 once sugar production quotas are abolished.
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As per the draft outlook, LMC also expect imports to increase. However, we have a more conservative view as to the volume of imports.

The gross margin on wheat ethanol production has narrowed in recent years as ethanol prices have failed to rise in line with wheat prices.

The total future delivered cost of EU ethanol for grains is €590-700/m³.

Future (€) cost of producing ethanol

US imports, without the AD duty, are very competitive as is Brazilian ethanol (paying the donated tariff). If Brazil’s gasoline price were raised in line with oil prices, it would be very uncompetitive.

EU ethanol supply price and Brazil & US imports (as 2020-25)

EU fuel ethanol prices are expected to remain subdued despite the imposition of anti-dumping duties.

Gross margins for wheat based ethanol production are expected to continue to decline.

How will producers respond to the challenging commercial environment?

- Thin margins are likely to drive consolidation in the sector
- There will be a drive to boost streams of by producing additional by-products. Corn ethanol producers could install corn co-inubation. Wheat distillers could convert wet mills and produce starch products and wet wheat gluten.
- The abolition of sugarcane production quotas in 2017 opens up the possibility of producing starches from starch.
- Fuel ethanol producers will look for new opportunities to supply the industrial and beverage markets. Fuel producers may install neutral alcohol capacity.
- The only good news for producers is the abolition of sugar production quotas. Sugar producers will be free to divert surplus beets into sugar production. This is likely to offer a better return than ethanol, resulting in the removal of around 900 million litres of ethanol from the market.

Thank You

www.lmc.co.uk
Prospects for EU agricultural markets - CAP 2020 and modelling

Benjamin Van Doorslaer (JRC-IPTS), Stephan Hubertus Gay (DG AGRI), George Philippidis (JRC-IPTS)

Incorporation of the CAP reform in the CAPI model

- End of milk quota included as of 2015
- End of sugar and isoglucose quotas included as of 2017
- No separation of in- and out-of-quota sugar: one single market price
- Single Farm Payment:
  - Adjustments of overall envelope but average payments in EU-15 and EU-13
  - Greening:
    - Protection of permanent pastures: pasture area exogenous in the approach
    - Crop diversification not included as only limited influence on EU-15 and EU-13 level
    - Ecological Focus Area: foreseen in the approach to include a further wedge for set-asides, but left at 0% for the time being
- Capping, young farmer, small farmer, re-coupling:
  - Will only be included in the baseline following Member State implementation decisions

Incorporation of the CAP reform in the CAPI model

- Rural development measures: update necessary, to be discussed
- Capping, young farmer, small farmer, re-coupling:
  - Will be included in baseline following Member State implementation decisions

Agricultural Modelling in CGE

- Factor markets:
  - Heterogeneous land transfer between different agricultural activities
  - Segmented agricultural and non-agricultural labour and capital markets.
- Product markets:
  - Production quotas
  - Decoupled payments: Uniform land subsidy (no-coupling factor): source of ongoing research
  - Pillar II productivity effects – parametric uncertainty
  - CAP budgetary expenditures
- Improved data representation and modelling:
  - Explicit links between all EU pillars (e.g., decoupled, market measures) and Pillar II (rural development) payments and CAP budget accounting equations
  - Own resource component of EU budget, MS contributions to CAP and additional corrections (releases)
Modelling the CAP reform in CAPRI

Peter Witzke (EuroCARE)
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Modelling the CAP reform in CAPRI

Workshop on “Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook”
Brussels, 23-24 October 2013
Peter Witzke, EuroCARE

CAPRI Overview

- Database
  - Eurostat, also FAO or Agmin, plus IFA, ILO... for specialisees
- Two modes of application
  - Baseline: Constrains/strategies + estimation + calibration
- Scenario analysis: Comparative static economic equilibrium model
- Data: agricultural price, weather data, yield
- Two major components for scenario analysis:
  - Global market model (40 regions)
    - 75 equations for supply, demand (with AAK), policy
  - Regional (NHLI) programming models for supply side of European regions
- Policy details, some physical constraints, nonlinear cost = smooth response
- Output: Markets, activities, environment, economic welfare

Modeling Agenda 2000 premiums

Key points

Land supply
- Decision makers ignore ceilings because each farm only marginally contributes to the aggregate violation

Land demand with full premium
- Land demand with cut premiums
- Land demand without premium

CAP reform elements related to SFP

Type of support
- Coupled support for the range of sectors
- Direct support
- Structural support
- Counterpart payments
- Young farmer scheme
- Basic payment scheme
- Guaranteed minimum price
- New entrants in 2005

Ceiling (€/hectare)
- 10% of the MLA
- 30% of the MLA
- 60% of the MLA
- 90% of the MLA
- 100% of the MLA

SFP Accession
- Lowe in 1986
- Medium in 1988
- High in 1990

Greening (1)

Component
- Crop diversification
- Permanent grassland
- Ecological focus area

Requirements
- If > 10 ha exemplar
  - Black
    - Minimum 2 crops
    - Max 20% of arable land (exceptions for grassland and other defined areas)
  - White
    - Minimum 2 crops < 75%
    - Max 2 crops + 25% of arable land

Interpretation
- Greening component (30%) has to be separate entitlement as the brand payment
- It can be endogenously allocated to the largest crop to get the respective target value
- Farmers decide whether it is worth to comply
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**Greening (2) – crop diversity**
- Farm level analysis (FADN) with auxiliary optimization program
  - Objective function: Minimize squared differences to observed data (2008)
  - But meet crop diversity constraints and some terminal constraints
  - Calculate Shannon index for all farms corresponding to a certain CAPRI farm type before and after imposing compliance
    
    \[ \text{Shannon} = -\sum P_i \log_2 P_i \]
    
    If one crop 99%, 8% and 1%: Shannon = 0.96, 1.76 if 4 crops each 25%: Shannon = 1.39
  - Target level for Shannon index in CAPRI = Baseline Shannon index + relative improvement from FADN index for a particular farm type
  - Not all are aggregated from F/Ts with areas shares
  - Farm level targets are translated into an indirect indicator that may be calculated in CAPRI

**Greening (3) – grassland and eco set aside**
- Grassland target will depend on MS implementation rules
  - So far only simple target: average of baseline (2020) grass area and base year (2004) grass area
  - Neglects aggregation bias etc.
- Ecological set aside
  - Landscape elements such as hedges were so far not eligible for SFP (area in good agricultural and environmental condition) => no data at European level
  - Furthermore landcape elements may be converted into equivalent hectares using a table of conversion coefficients => requirements relaxed
  - Also data on fallow land often dubious in statistics
- Implicit implementation with 5% requirement will exaggerate effects

**Basic premiums and convergence**
- Financial amounts (net ceilings) need update in CAPRI
- Convergence formula for MS has been implemented
  - \[ \text{premiums} = (\text{pre}_{\text{old}} \times 1.1^\text{years} + \text{new premiums} \times 0.9 \times \text{pre}_{\text{old}}) \]
  - An entitlement trade module ensures that within a MS unused entitlements may be reallocated
- Internal convergence and distributive elements so far neglected
  - Information on MS implementation already available
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Challenges in modelling U.S. Farm Bill proposals

Pat Westhoff (FAPRI)

Congressional farm bill proposals

- Both would eliminate many existing farm programs
  - Direct payments, countercyclical payments, ACRE
  - Dairy price supports and MLC payments
- Allocation of “savings”
  - Reduce federal deficits
  - Create new programs that pay farmers when prices or revenues fall below a trigger
  - House and Senate have different proposals for these new programs
- Major difference on SNAP (food stamps)
  - Senate makes relatively small cuts (4%)
  - House makes about $5 billion in cuts over 10 years (see Senate cuts)

Challenge 1: Estimating impacts of eliminating two current programs

- Elimination of fixed direct payments (DFPs)
  - $5 billion per year, largely decoupled
  - In model, only very small effects on production
  - But does affect farm income, land values
- Eliminating countercyclical payments (CCPs)
  - Tied to prices, but fixed base area and yields
  - At current prices, irrelevant for most crops
  - Requires stochastic analysis, as some change payments can occur
  - Also must decide supply-inducing effect of payment
    - In model, effect of 0.1% of CCPs greater than that of DFPs
    - But less than the effect of a dollar of market receipts

Challenge 2: Estimating fiscal costs of new price-based subsidies

- House Price Loss Coverage (PLC) makes payments when prices fall below fixed reference prices
- These prices are well above current low target prices, but below projected average prices for most commodities
- Stochastic analysis required to estimate costs

Challenge 3: Estimating fiscal costs of new revenue programs

- Senate Agriculture Risk Coverage (ARC) payments when county (or farm) revenues per hectare fall below a trigger tied to moving averages of prices and yields
- Requires estimates of future combinations of prices and county yields—stochastic analysis and lots of correlations

Challenge 4: Estimating supply impacts of new programs

- New programs are generally more coupled
  - House PLC and Revenue Loss Coverage and Senate ARC all tied to planted acres and prices or revenues
  - Exception: Senate Adverse Market Payments (AMPs) tied to base acreage and fixed yields
- Thus far, more “coupled” than programs they replace
- Model assumes that $1 of revenues under new program has same effect on production as $1 of market receipts
- For ARC and RLC, had to calibrate national models to reflect expected payments from county-level analysis

Agenda

- House and Senate farm bill proposals
- Some modelling challenges
- A few results

Impacts on area planted (million hectares)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Baseline (18 bwp)</th>
<th>House change vs baseline</th>
<th>Senate change vs baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>37.55</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybeans</td>
<td>21.12</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>12.89</td>
<td>+0.01</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cotton</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>+0.05</td>
<td>+0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorghum</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower seed</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanuts</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1x-crop total</td>
<td>20.01</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
<td>+0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Farm price impacts (dollars per metric ton)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Baseline (BBP, ’10 base)</th>
<th>House/Change vs Baseline</th>
<th>Senate/Change vs Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soybeans</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upland cotton</td>
<td>3117</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugarcane</td>
<td>12,1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>-7</td>
<td>+3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oats</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barley</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>-10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflowerseed</td>
<td>5,511</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peanuts</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Challenge 5: Estimating AMS and other WTO measures

- Have to guess how new programs might be notified
- Most new programs likely to be amber
- Senate AMP might be blue under new rules
- Stochastic analysis to estimate
- Mean levels of AMS under existing WTO agreement
- Overall trade-distorting support and other measures under possible new agreement
- Results
  - Dairy AMS declines (no price support program, new program de minimis in 2001)
  - AMS for crops may increase, as new amber policies displaced
  - Net likely to exceed current 89 billion AMS limit
  - But stochastic analysis, frequently exceed proposed 97 billion AMS limit, GATT limits and (especially) commodity-specific caps

Thanks!

- FAPRI-MU website: [www.fapri.missouri.edu](http://www.fapri.missouri.edu)
  - Report on House and Senate bills is #06-13, issued earlier this month
  - To contact me:
    - 573-882-4467
    - marsha@missouri.edu
- FAPRI-MU team
  - Jonathan Blanken
  - Scott Gellert
  - Lauren Jackson
  - Will Mays
  - Katherine Schneider
  - Wyatt Thompson
  - Janet Whiteman
  - Peter Zimmel
- FAPRI baseline review
  - Dec. 16-17 in Washington
Prospects for EU agricultural markets - Meat
Sophie Hélaine, Fabien Santini, Benjamin Van Doorslaer, Livia Galita
(DG AGRI & JRC-IPTS)

Key points
- High world meat demand and positive trade prospects
- Beef and pig meat: rebound after a few years of declining production but from 2015 mixed picture
- Poultry meat has strongly benefited from the lower supply of the other meats
- Development of sheep meat production less negative than usual

EU beef production back to declining trend after 2015

EU beef imports developments

Pig meat: rebound from 2015 to benefit from export opportunities

EU pig meat exports developments

Poultry meat demand and production growth not as strong as in previous decade

Sheep meat: slowdown in the declining trend
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Poultry remains the most dynamic meat...

... also in terms of consumption

Total meat consumption growth more dynamic in the EU-N13 than in EU-15 but the gap remains large

Uncertainty Analysis

Partial Stochastic Analysis vs Deterministic Baseline
- General uncertainties
- Subset Lower Income and Weaker Currency in Brazil
- Increased Feed Costs impact (CAPRI)

The EU remains net importer of beef until 2023

Poultry meat net trade is more likely to vary than other types of meat

CV = 0.39

CV = 0.31

Change in share in total meat consumption

2023 changes compared to the average 2010-2012
Consumption per capita in 2023 expressed in retail weight
The size of the bubble represents the share in the total meat consumption

-15% -10% -5% 0% 5% 10% 15%

-15% -10% -5% 0% 5% 10% 15%
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Feed cost increase

- Objective?
  To analyse the impact of the uncertainty of an upward development of EU feed prices and impact in the EU and at regional level (NUTS2).

- What?
  Increase of EU feed prices of 10-20% in 2020 compared to the baseline 2020 (business as usual scenario).

- How?
  By increasing the processing margins of feed in the EU by 20% (feed from cereals, rich in proteins, rich in energy, from milk products); the CAPRI model was used for the scenario analysis.

Changes in the EU balance sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Difference (1000 tons)</th>
<th>% change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pig meat</td>
<td>-750</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>-180</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>-46</td>
<td>56.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>-512</td>
<td>-24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>-782</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>-196</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imports</td>
<td>-227</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exports</td>
<td>-360</td>
<td>-41.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in pig meat production (%)

- EU-27:
  - Production: -3.2%
  - 1-2%
  - 0%
  - 0-1%
  - Producer price: 7.0%
  - (similar in all MS)
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Gira reflections to the EC Outlook 2013-2023”
Richard Brown (Gíra)

Summary
1) The varied characteristics of the animal production systems in the EU make the impact very much regional specific.
2) Main drivers:
   - share of feed costs in total costs
   - possibility to substitute for other (cheaper) feeding stuff
   - profitability of the activity in the baseline

Gira reflections to the EC “Commodity Market Development in Europe - Outlook 2013-2023”

EC-Outlook meeting
Richard Brown
October 24th 2013

- Meat consumption EU28
  - Gira agrees with upward total consumption trend, ... perhaps more, and expects FY to gain more

- Meat imports EU28
  - Gira’s view is that import volumes will rise more than this ... subjected to FTA implementation e.g. CETA ... for PK, FY and BF

- Meat GSP EU28
  - Gira is less positive: FY will grow, but the other species decline, driven by the cost efficiency of chicken, and increased 3rd country competition for other species

Comment on the EC’s draft meat market outlook 2014-2023
- Reflections on pork & poultry markets:
  - Potential new export markets for the EU
  - Implementation & compliance on new animal welfare rules
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**Gira**

**EC forecast is relatively bearish on price**, except for PK, which rises to close the gap with FY

### EU28 Producer Prices

- Gira expects higher price rises, reflecting global market prices
- We agree that FY will become relatively cheaper

![EU28 Producer Prices Chart](chart.png)

**Global meat consumption continues to grow, pulled by mainly per capita demand in emerging markets**

![Global Meat Consumption by Species Chart](chart2.png)

- Almost of meat consumption growth, 2010 to 2020, i.e. 1.4%, less than previous decades, but good recovery from 2008 credit crunch

**Real prices have risen strongly and will continue to increase**

- Source: Gira, World Meat Outlook 2015

![Real Prices Chart](chart3.png)

**Global Pigmeat Importers: dominated by Asia**

![Global Pigmeat Importers Chart](chart4.png)

- Source: Gira, World Meat Outlook 2015

**Global Pigmeat Importers: high concentration, but more competition for EU from lower cost producers, especially in South America**

![Global Pigmeat Importers Chart](chart5.png)

**Highly concentrated, but more competition for EU from lower cost producers, especially in South America**

![Global Pigmeat Importers Chart](chart6.png)

**Pig Producer Prices (EUR/100) are attractive in export markets, but strong competition**

![Pig Producer Prices Chart](chart7.png)
**Beef outlook - 2014 & after**

*Philippe Chotteau (Institut de l’Elevage)*

---

**EU Beef Production main Drivers**

2. Veal production: 62.23% of calves born from EU dairy herd, at carcass weights 2.5 lighter than steer. Specific (methodological) strategy for a purely EU market (up to now).
3. Live trade balance. Live imports have become negligible, but opportunities for live exports (beef steers and finished young bulls, dairy fed). Carcass weight evolution.

---

**Long term decline of EU beef prod.**

- Net Production: consumption in the EU-27.
- Sharp drop of consumption from 2008 (~12%)
**Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook**

### Cows herd evolution post 2013?
- 2/3 of EU cows are dairy => major impact of Dairy Commodities market + Cow productivity prospects
- In 2013: for the 1st time since years, stabilisation of the dairy herd.
  - Would this unusual situation go on for the next 10 years?
  - Quite good prices prospects for dairy commodities, but ups & downs likely
  - Cow productivity (Milk Yield) recovered strongly, particularly in the last period, from 2018: why? Change of feed systems?

### EU Beef Imports Prospects
- Increase after 2018: do that include the future Canadian Beef TRQ?
  - Seems to be around 50% of the current level (55 kT for chilled beef and 15 kT for frozen) at least. That will potentially nearly double the Canadian exports outside the NAFTA.
  - Concerns about the compliance with EU standards (animal welfare, sanitary practices, environment...)
  - Signals sent to USA (much larger production and exports)

### Export prospects?
- Still at the bottom from 2013 to 2023?
  - Production expected to rebound from 2014 with the return to a more normal culling rate (2 to 3% lower in 2013 compared to 2011-2012)
  - Companies strategies to export to Mediterranean countries...
  - And to some high price niche markets (EU Gourmet Products = together with cheeses, wines or spirits...)

### Mediterranean area market
- Mediterranean area market
  - Sharp increase for beef imports in 2012...
  - But only a marginal share for EU beef

### Low cost Indian Buffalo Beef
- But its price increases quickly

---

**Note:** The diagrams and images are not included in the text representation. They are likely visual aids that accompany the discussion points mentioned above.
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Indian exports: still higher...
- but at a slower pace.
- A huge low cost beef demand in Asia and Africa

A considerable potential
- The most important cattle herd in the World, but for Dairy & Veal, not for meat.
- ... and a very limited production & local demand.
- Very specific beef balance, particularly hard to forecast.

Net production:
- Only 3.5Mt/case
- Internal Consumption: ~2 M t/case
- That is 1.6 kg beef/wealth/ton.
- #40% of Indian citizens are vegetarian

Highly incentive beef price in Brazil
- But R$ devaluation boosts its competitiveness on World Market

Return of Brazil on the World Market
- Production increase forecast, but domestic demand very buoyant
Prospects for EU agricultural markets - Milk and dairy commodities
Sophie Hélaine (DG AGRI) & Marco Artavia (JRC-IPTS)

Key points
- Quota abolition in 2015 and an increase in milk production
- In a context of a strong world demand
- And a robust domestic demand
- Additional milk mainly for cheese production
- Strong export opportunities

Prospects for EU agricultural markets - Milk and dairy commodities
Sophie Hélaine (DG AGRI) & Marco Artavia (JRC-IPTS)
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- 126 -
Dairy market outlook - comments and expectations

Monika Wohlfarth (ZMB)

Growing international demand will be the driver for the coming years

No growth of internal demand

EU-Exports are increasing again, Cheese and Whey with continous growth
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Only a few big exporters

- Exports of Dairy Products to International Markets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2011/12</th>
<th>2012/13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NZ</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUS</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: International Dairy Federation

High dependence on China and Russia

- Biggest Importers of Dairy Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Milk Output reacts stronger on Prices (or margins)

- EU: Milk Deliveries and Milks prices

Rising Trend of Milk Prices, Record high expected in 2013

- Germany: Milk Producer Prices

Milk processing

- All major products except for WMP increased
- Butter with the lowest growth-rate
- SMP production increased with protein-standardisation

Average year-on-year growth 2004-2012 of milk processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Growth 2004-2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Milk deliveries</td>
<td>+0.22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-27</td>
<td>+0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-15</td>
<td>+0.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-12</td>
<td>+0.44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ZMB's Point of View: Milk Output will grow further

- Deliveries increased faster than production due to increasing share of milk delivered to dairies, Exemption EU-N2 due to quality issues and small structures
- Growth can accelerate in the next decade

Average year-on-year growth of milk output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Growth 2004-2012</th>
<th>Growth 2004-2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EU-27</td>
<td>+0.22%</td>
<td>+0.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-28</td>
<td>+0.41%</td>
<td>+0.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-15</td>
<td>+0.46%</td>
<td>+0.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-12</td>
<td>+0.44%</td>
<td>+1.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU-N2</td>
<td>-0.94%</td>
<td>-0.89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments to milk processing

- We expect a slight increase of production in the white range like the EU-Commission
- A higher increase of cheese production is possible, most steady growth of export and increasing internal consumption
- New big dryers are build in Europe (Germany, France, Ireland, Belgium...), so a bigger increase of production of WMP and SMP is likely. More processors are been on investing in infant formula. New capacities for whey processing into derivatives are build. As consequence less “normal” whey powder will be produced
- With a higher production of WMP and Cheese no increase of butter production
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Milk deliveries will grow, but will be volatile

Strong increases started in summer-time

Trend of deliveries in different Member States

Expectations for Milk Output

- Milk production will concentrate in regions with a high share of grassland (near to the coasts, etc.) and regions without other agricultural opportunities in general.
- Milk production will be more volatile, depending on actual margins.
- Growth in countries limited by the quota-system (NL, G, DK, IE, LU, CY, AUS, B, PT) will accelerate (in times of high prices).
- France: the question-mark, no clear direction so far.
- UK: a turn-around is possible, farmers are more optimistic now.
- Ireland: Goal to increase milk production by 50 % is very ambitious, high impact of weather-conditions.
- Eastern Europe: Development will be strongly linked with technical progress and investment of dairies.

Production will be more linked to margins (and weather-influenced)

Development of Milk Output 2004 - 2012

Trend of deliveries in different Member States

Thank you for your attention!
Comments on the Commission’s milk and dairy outlook results and reflections on the developments in milk powder markets

Christophe Lafougère (Gira)

EC’s projections are more bullish than Gira’s

Overview of the 5 key dairy commodities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Consumption</th>
<th>Exports</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Gira</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>Gira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.7%</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
<td>-1.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butter</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMP</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-3.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMP</td>
<td>-0.1%</td>
<td>-0.2%</td>
<td>-2.7%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cheese: Less production (less milk available) & less exports
Butter: EC projections far to the right of reality
SMP: Exports (EC projection) far to the right of reality
WMP: EC projections are unrealistic

Increased investment in "powders" (€850 m) ...

... in the knowledge that the extra milk will have to be transformed into commodities and then exported
Comments on the Commission’s milk and dairy outlook and prospects for the cheese markets

Jack Baines (Eurolait)

WORKSHOP ON COMMODITY MARKET DEVELOPMENT IN EUROPE - OUTLOOK
Brussels, 24 October 2013

Is forecast milk production growth not too modest?

- Depending on source of data milk deliveries (EU-27) have been growing between 2.5 and 4.5% in the last 3 years (2010-2012) in an environment with quota restrictions.
- Is quite likely going to slow down growth?
- An increase in the number of dairy cows recorded by a December 2012 survey (+0.7%) is confirmed by a May-June 2013 survey (+1.1%). Is this temporary or fundamental?
- There is certainly a tendency to potentially over estimate the growth in the dairy belt, but…
- Aren’t we doing the opposite for some Eastern European countries (Poland – Hungary)?

Why pattern changes in Cheese Production (BLS)?

Why pattern changes in projection for Butter (BLS)?
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Why pattern changes in projection for SMP (BLS)?

EU CHEESE EXPORTS OUTLOOK

VOLUME

8 Countries take > 2/3 of our cheese exports

But at varying prices

EU CHEESE EXPORTS

8 Countries take > 2/3 of our cheese exports

EU CHEESE EXPORTS

VOLUME

But at varying prices
### Growth Prospects in Russia
- Cheese imports have enjoyed strong growth in recent years
- Per capita consumption still low
- White cheese growing faster than yellow cheeses
- Population declines but moves increasingly to cities
- Consumption growth strongest in other cities than Moscow/SPB
- Consumption growth potential > 100,000 tons in the next 5 years
  - Based on per capita consumption increase of 1 kg per person in largest cities w/o Msk/Spb
- EU represents more than 75% of imports excluding EUs

### Growth Prospects in USA
- No growth of cheese exports in recent years
- High-value cheeses
- Import quota constraints
- Population growth 1% per year
  - Profile
- Local production of specialty cheeses
  - EU dairy groups investing in the US
  - Local plants

### Growth Prospects in Switzerland
- Growth of cheese exports in line with global growth
- Medium - high value cheeses
- Free market access
- Population growing but small (8.2 M)
- Imports from EU = Exports to EU nicely balanced

### Growth Prospects in Canada
- No growth
- High-value cheeses
- Highly regulated market access
  - Import quota
- Population growing

### Growth Prospects in Japan
- No growth
- Two-tier market:
  - Lower value cheeses for use in processed cheese production
  - Niche market for high-value cheeses
- Highly regulated market access
- Declining population
  - Aging population

### Growth Prospects in Algeria
- Rollercoaster
  - Eroticatatten
  - Growth in recent years
  - No real growth if analyzed over longer period 2001-2012
- Low-value cheeses
  - For processing
- Population growing at almost 2% per year

### Growth Prospects in Saudi Arabia
- No growth of cheese exports in recent years
  - Are you sure about consumption progress?
  - Reduction EU > Australia > Increase NZ > USA (2007 – 2012)
  - Imports from other processing hubs in the region
- Low value cheeses
  - For processing

### Growth Prospects in Australia
- Nice growth of cheese exports in recent years
- High value cheeses
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- Top destinations:
  - Denmark, Brazil, Hong Kong, Qatar, French Polynesia, New Zealand, Indonesia, ...
  - 29,200 tons in 2012
  - +25% between 2007 and 2012
  - Norway: highly regulated market access
  - Brazil: highest growth potential
    - Mercosur

- Top destinations:
  - Kuwait, China, Israel, Singapore, Thailand, Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, ...
  - 24,800 tons in 2012
  - +40% between 2007 and 2012

- Top destinations:
  - Egypt, United Arab Emirates, South Korea, Ukraine, South Africa, Mexico, Gabon, Venezuela, Turkey, ...
  - 104,700 MT in 2012
  - +54% between 2007 and 2012

- Top destinations:
  - Libya, Lebanon, Croatia, Iraq, Morocco, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bahrain, Jordan, ...
  - 92,700 MT in 2012
  - +41% between 2007 and 2012

**Cheese Exports 2007 & 2012**

**Conclusions**

**Growth of EU Cheese Exports**
2013 - 2018

- Russia: 80,000 tons, market closed, continued growth at current rate
- United States: 0 tons, no growth without improved market access
- Switzerland: 0 tons, no growth without improved market access
- Japan: 0 tons, no growth without improved market access
- Canada: 0 tons, no growth without improved market access
- Australia: 0 tons, no growth expected
- South Africa: 0 tons, no growth expected
- India: 0 tons, no growth expected
- EU 4 - US: 6,000 tons, continued growth at current rate
- EU 6 - US: 7,000 tons, continued growth at current rate
- EU 8 - US: 10,000 tons, continued growth at current rate
- EU 14 - US: 25,000 tons, continued growth at current rate
- World: 153,000 tons
Market developments and impact on agricultural income

Pierluigi Londero & Elselien Breman (DG AGRI)

The outlook in a nutshell
2010-2012 vs. 2023 - %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>EU28 Quantity</th>
<th>EU28 Price</th>
<th>P*Q</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cereals</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>-14%</td>
<td>-5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oilseeds</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>-7%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beef</td>
<td>-4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pork</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poultry</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What does it mean for agricultural sector income?

- Subsidies
- Taxes
- P * Q
- Costs

Development of agricultural income in the EU-28
(Average 2005-2007 = 100)

Factor income in real terms per labour unit

Factor income in real terms per labour unit
Commodity market development in Europe - Future challenges and a few reflections

Jo Swinnen (KU Leuven & CEPS)

Commodity Market Development in Europe

Future Challenges
A few reflections
Jo Swinnen
KU Leuven & CEPS
October 2013

Price Volatility on Global and EU Markets
Food, Dairy, Cereal Prices

Global and EU (relative) Prices
(Output/Input)

"Commodity markets"
Where is the value added?

EU Agricultural Employment
2000-2012

Food Standards & Regulations

In EU

• Public
  – EFSA
  – ...

• Private
  – Retail standards
  – Organic
  – ...

Changing nature of “commodities”

French Organic Food Sales
UK Fair Trade Sales

GLOBALLY

Total amount of SPS notifications in WTO
Drivers affecting agriculture in Europe in the next decade

Merritt Cluff (Consultant)

Drivers

- Global and EU economic situation
  - Do, Doom returns with vengeance?
  - Why does IMF remain so optimistic?
- High/volatile food commodity prices
  - Are they here to stay?
  - What will be policy impact if not?
- EU Agriculture – coping with little growth
  - Slower production/productivity growth
  - No/little demand growth
  - Environmental agenda
- Europe’s strong position in food processing
  - Food giants and foreign investment

Sustained economic growth in emerging countries has and will be a key driver

Comparison of IMF projection 2013 and 2012

Source: OECD/ECON/IMF - per capita terms
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Since 2006, higher and more volatile food prices
(RA0’s monthly food price index and components)

FAO’s Food Price Index:
“Real” prices remain well above trend

Will energy prices continue to rise?

Europe is stagnant: what does it imply?

Population: soon negative growth

The Americas are largest net exporters, Europe remains importer

Our neglect of food globalization processing/retailing

- Growing concentration globally of food processing
  - Strong influence on branding and forms of consumption; products available
  - Europe has strong and growing influence: Nestle, Unilever, particularly dairy processing

- Growing concentration of retailing
  - Strong influence on product selection
  - Carrefour, Tesco etc.
**Policy challenges**  
* Seth Meyer (USDA)  

**CHALLENGES**

October, 24 2013

**Iowa/Nebraska land values**

**EU Biofuel Expectations**

- Relative to baseline, most risk is on the ‘downside’
  - ILUC inclusion
  - Constrained biodiesel markets for compliance
  - Ethanol markets (motorfuel) too small to absorb volumes
  - Even baseline assumes some higher level blends needed after 2017 (geographic dispersion?)
  - Anti-dumping duties on BR and ID biodiesel and US ethanol will make compliance more ‘costly’
  - ‘Costs’ will likely enter the debate as volumes rise and constraints bind.

**Real Commodity Prices**

**Blend wall constraints on domestic consumption of ethanol**

**Ethanol Production Margins**

- at spot costs

Source: USDA -ERS National Biodiesel Summary, USDA -EIA Energy Prices

Source: USDA -AMS Quickstats (prices received by farmers)
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Key Demands in US acreage equivalents

Global Soybean Imports

Corn Imports: (Selected Countries) Countries with increasing imports

China’s Meat Production of Pork, Poultry, and Beef

U.S. Maize Exports

China’s Feed Demand for Meat Production Corn and Soybean Meal

Strong competition for water in Near East/N. Africa and South Asia

Per Capita GDP and Meat Consumption

Source: USDA, ERS, International Grains Council, and long-term outlook.
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**An additional 2.5 billion persons to 9.1 billion in 2050**

- Incremental population growth 2000-2050, millions (left axis)
- Percent population growth 2000-2050 (right axis)

**Urbanization**

Source: UN, 2011

**Land expansion potential, though concentrated in certain regions**

- Potential rain-fed cropland, million hectares
- Cropland currently in use, million hectares

Source: DIABES in E. P. de Boer et al. 2011
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Abstract

This report contains a summary and the presentations of the expert workshop ‘Commodity Market Development in Europe – Outlook’, held in October 2013 in Brussels. The workshop was held to present and discuss the preliminary results of the European Commission’s outlook on EU agricultural market developments. The workshop gathered high-level policy makers, modelling and market experts and provided a forum to present and discuss recent and projected developments on the EU agricultural and commodity markets, to outline the reasons behind observed and prospected developments, and to draw conclusions on the short/medium term perspectives of European agricultural markets in the global context. Special focus was given on the discussion of the influence of different settings/assumptions (regarding e.g. drivers of demand and supply, macroeconomic uncertainties, etc.) on the projected market developments.
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